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MEMORANDUM

From: Director, Advanced Amphibious Study Group

Subj : Improving Operational Capabilities: The Marine Air -

Ground Task Force Headquarters

1. This concept paper is one of a series which attempts to
answer a question posed by the Assistant Commandant and Chief
of Staff last year: "What do we need to do to become more
capable [of providing rapidly deployable/employable forces]?"

2. In attempting to answer the question, we have sought
methods which improve Marine Corps capabilities worldwide,
in recognition that today's defense vogue may not represent
the expeditionary commitment which real world events could
present us in the future. The appoach has been to focus on
developing concepts for improvement (in accordance with the
AASG charter, MCO 3930.1) of operational capabilities with gen-
eral recommendations for implementation. These latter vary in
their specificity in accordance with the subject material. While
the completed project will feature a great number of proposals,
they should be viewed as options for improving USMC operational
capabilities over the next five to ten years. It is not in-
tended that they all be implemented simultaneously. Many of
the target areas have been chosen because they get submerged
in the cross-over in HQMC staff responsibilities or they fail
to receive attention in the annual budget process. By and
large, they are all fundamental issues which have broad and
continuing impact on how well the Marine Corps carries out its
expeditionary responsibilities,

3. In his book The Military Staff, Its History and Development
,

BGen J. D. Hittle, USMC (Ret.) draws attention to the "virtue in

building the military brain before the military body." That
appears to have merit, and accordingly, this endeavor has looked
first at tuning up the military "brain." Accordingly, we have
examined those factors dealing with the employment of our opera-
tional capabilities — MAGTF headquarters, operational planning,
development of operational concepts and doctrine, and, funda-
mentally, the operational competence of our officer corps.

4. This paper deals with the organization, staffing, and
training of the MAGTF headquarters which are the "quarter-
backs" of our air-ground logistic teams and which were not
addressed in the Marine Corps Force Structure Study. Clearly
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the expeditionary success or failure of the MAGTF as a whole
in response to NCA, theater commander or fleet commander task-
ing rides on the capabilities of the MAGTF command element.
These capabilities have not received a great deal of attention
in the past, despite our staunch advocacy of the MAGTF concept
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MARDIS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Battles may be won with deficiencies in equipment,
force size, and sustaining supplies; history provides
any number of examples where how the force was employed
was of greater significance than what the force comprised.
Indeed, no advantage in numbers of weaponry can offset the
debilitation of poor operational direction against a foe.
Consistent operational excellence is achieved through
development of competent , resourceful commanders and
skilled staffs to advise and assist them. Accordingly,
there is a need to ensure that the level of command —
the MAGTF headquarters — which is directly responsible
for employing Fleet Marine Forces in support of a fleet
commander, joint force commander, theater commander or
the NCA is organized, staffed, and trained for the task.

Both doctrine and practice call for ad hoc fabrica-
tion of MAGTF headquarters when required, although several
headquarters have some degree of permanence. FMFM 0-1
recognizes the need for on-hand command elements, stipu-
lating that each MAF headquarters has the responsibility
to maintain one MAB on an operational or nucleus basis
and an additional MAB staff nucleus on an additional
duty basis. The problem is one of simultaneous demands —
deployments, training, planning, prospective crisis
employment — which quickly exceed available MAGTF
headquarters elements, regardless of their ability
to deploy. Prospective incorporation of MPS extends
the problem further.

A factor influencing types and numbers of MAGTF
headquarters is management of contingency responsibili-
ties. At present, there are some 40 MAF/MAB force
obligations addressed in current operational planning,
not counting plan variations and alternative concepts.
Clearly, with the breadth and uncertainty of prospective
employments and the limited number of command elements,
exclusive dedication of a MAGTF headquarters to a specific
plan should be avoided, save in the face of a developing
situation. Each headquarters will undoubtedly have a
family of plans on which to orient , but its charter and
training must ensure that each is capable of planning
and executing an unanticipated expeditionary require-
ment. What may be a high visibility plan today can be
submerged overnight with the day-to-day changes in
world events. Additionally, specialization drives up
the total number of headquarters. Neither does MPS
require a separate MAGTF headquarters; air movement
and force assembly in the objective area do not, of
themselves, require a designated MAB command element.

MARDIS
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Once doctrine and SOPs have been established for MPS, all
MAB command elements should be capable of planning and
executing such a deployment.

The principal factors requiring MAGTF headquarters for
day-to-day operations are availability for prospective expe-
ditionary employment and peacetime training exercises.

MAF . While the lack of amphibious shipping and
the character of war at its outset (defensive, sea control,
lack of detailed campaign planning, problematic logistics
pipeline, etc.) tend to preclude MAF-size operations
initially, there is a need to retain a MAF headquarters
capability in peacetime for (1) readiness for contingen-
cies short of war, (2) coordination of MAB/MAU commitments,
and (3) to coordinate the operational activities of the DWT

.

As long as there are three such teams postured separately
around the world, there will be a requirement for three MAF
headquarters

.

MAB . The MAB is the operational workhorse of the
FMF. Operations in the transition from peace to general
war and unilateral expeditionary requirements will demand
the initial commitment of MABs

,
perhaps to be built up to

MAFs as time progresses or shipping can be concentrated in
one ocean or another. Operational contingencies together
with an annual requirement to join allies in training exer-
cises demand well staffed, competent MAB headquarters.
Since major MAB exercises tend to fix a MAB in one loca-
tion for as much as two months, there is a need for an
additional MAB headquarters to serve as a backup for con-
tingencies/lesser exercises. Two MABs per DWT would pro-
vide the nuclei for expansion to upwards of six MAF head-
quarters in general war.

MAU . MAUs will be required not only for peacetime
forward deployment but also for general war. During peace-
time, they continue available for naval posturing in support
of foreign policy, demonstrations, evacuations, raids, coup
de main, and "spearhead" operations in preparation for
follow-on forces. In general war, they will serve as
raid forces and be used for strategic distraction. Our
current approach is to have two MAU headquarters available
for "port and starboard" duty in LANT and PAC. It works.

There are solid requirements for maintenance of full-
time MAGTF headquarters; this should be recognized in both
doctrine and in organization. Each division/wing/FSSG base
has need for a MAF and two MAB command elements; additionally,
there is a requirement for four permanent MAU headquarters.
However, the manpower cost of maintaining fully structured
MAF, MAB, and MAU headquarters is prohibitive. That not-
withstanding, there are ^lemwragfetohsKt mutually supporting
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MAGTF headquarters elements can be organized to give the
requisite operational capability while keeping down the
manpower costs.

While three different organizational concepts are
explored, Option One (the Modular Headquarters) is the
recommended approach. In Option One, a MAF command group
is comprised of a family of modules (see picture below),
using two MAB headquarters (complete with H&S companies)
and a MAF planning headquarters as an organizational foun-
dation. One of the MAB headquarters provides up to two
MAU headquarters as required. These modules can be em-
ployed in various combinations.

The MAF headquarters is represented by a planning
module which is capable of planning for MAF-size operations
and coordinating the activities of lesser, uncommitted MAGTF
headquarters. It would not be capable of independent opera-
tions or have a T/E. It can be separately organized (e.g.,
I MAF) or it can be provided by an FMF headquarters (e.g.,
II MAF). For MAF-level commitments, the MAF planning
module attaches to the MAB headquarters to provide a
full-fledged MAF command capability.

— An operational MAB headquarters is developed which
is fully staffed together with an H&S Company that would
permit the MAB headquarters to be autonomous. In addition
to separate MAB-level operations, the MAB headquarters
serves as the battle staff for the MAF commander upon
amalgamation with the MAF planning module.

A second MAB headquarters which is capable of par-
ticipating in exercises, providing MAU headquarters for
afloat deployments, and, in the absence of the first MAB
headquarters, serving as the command nucleus for an opera-
tional requirement for a MAB or MAF, with proper augmenta-
tion. This MAB planning headquarters would be supported by
a nucleus H&S Company that would possess all of its T/E,
the bulk of which would be preserved (e.g. , the H&S Co.

,

III MAF model) but only part of its personnel. The two
MAU headquarters would, when combined with the MAB module
and H&S augmentation, form a headquarters similar in nature
and capability to the operational MAB headquarters.

MAF COMMAND GROUP

MAF PLAN HQ

OPNL MAB HQ MAB PLAN HQ

H&S CO

INARMS

Nucleus MAU -

H&S CO HQ
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While this concept is capable of fielding MAF, MAB, and
MAU command elements, the greatest emphasis is placed
on the MAB as an immediately employable element and as
the battle staff for a MAF headquarters. Depending on
the need, the MAF Module could be attached to the MAB
headquarters at the outset or could be flown into an
objective area to join a committed MAB headquarters for
the purpose of converting a MAB operation into a MAF
operation. The MAB commander becomes Chief of Staff of
the MAF upon the arrival of the MAF commander. For MAB
requirements, the operational MAB headquarters is aug-
mented with specialist detachments (communications,
intelligence, etc.) and assigned major subordinate com-
mands by the FMF commander in order to be capable of
performing the operations listed in FMFM 0-1 for MABs

.

This headquarters, in addition to conducting exercises,
would be prepared for all contingencies — to include MPS.
The second MAB headquarters would orient primarily on the
continuing requirement to provide afloat MAU headquarters,
while retaining the capability to build the deployed MAU
headquarters to MAB level or even to MAF level with amalga-
mation of the MAF-MAB-MAU modules. It, too, must be cap-
able of planning and executing amphibious, air movement,
MPS, and administrative introduction.

The various options require approximately the same
manpower resources, since the functions supported are the
same throughput . The personnel increases in manning levels
throughout the active structure (in addition to manning
levels existing for current MAGTF structures) to support
Option 1 are shown below in comparison to the cost of
fielding three MPS-type brigade headquarters (7th MAB
model). It should be kept in mind that none of the
existing MAGTF headquarters (except III MAF) have a
deployable H&S capability — a shortfall Option One
would rectify.

MANNING LEVEL INCREASES

Option One 3-MPS Bdes

Marine officer 115 156

enlisted 326 360

Navy officer 26 15

enlisted 24 45

MARDIS
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Proposed MAGTF Distribution within the Marine Corps

MAGTF COMPONENT FMFLant FMFPac (E) FMFPac (W)

MAF Plan Hq II MAF I MAF III MAF

Opnl MAB Hq

MAB Plan Hq

MAU Hq

4th MAB 7th MAB

5th MAB

2

9th MAB

1st MAB 36th MAB

32d MAU 31st MAU

34th MAU 37th MAU

NOTES

:

1. The proposed allocation based upon (1) current geo-
graphical locations of extant MAGTF Hqs

, (2) the
evolution of those structures into the proposed
distribution, and (3) a knowledge of current and
probable employment plans (contingencies).

2. No current operational requirements for MAU Hqs.

3. 1st Marine Brigade redesignated 1st MAB.

The MAGTF staff is the key to planning and execution
of complex taskings -- amphibious warfare, joint and com-
bined expeditionary service — directly under the eye of
the National Command Authority. Failures at this level
affect the force as a whole as well as the mission toward
which it is directed. Given the permanency of MAGTF head-
quarters, their performance is largely dependent upon their
staffing and training. There are steps which can be taken
on both counts to improve individual and team skills within
the MAGTF headquarters.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Accept into doctrine and permanent active force
structure one MAF and two MAB headquarters for each DWT

;

among other things, this will require converting 1st
Brigade into 1st MAB. Additionally, maintain two full
time MAU headquarters each in FMFPac and FMFLant. See
proposed distribution above.

Organize the MAGTF headquarters structure in
accordance with Option 1.

Implement through reorganization of current MAGTF
Hq and through increases to end strength in a phased manner.

MARDIS
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Organize Communications Battalion, FMF to support

one MAF or two MABs

.

Retain sufficient ANGLICO forces in the active
structure to ensure MAGTF headquarters joint and combined
interoperability /mutual supportability

.

Develop MPS doctrine/SOPs
;
subsequently require

all MAB Hq be capable of planning/executing MPS operations

Continue to manage MAGTF personnel staffing from
HQMC

.

Provide incentives for MAGTF duty.

Develop, in coordination with MCDEC and LFTCs , a
MAGTF headquarters training program which will create
required staff skills.

Employ standardized staff techniques and documenta
tion in day-to-day business throughout the operating force

- Assign DC/S PP&O as the MAGTF sponsor for the
purpose of coordinating the implementation plan contained
in the basic study and for determining future adjustments
to MAGTF headquarters organizational doctrine, T/Os, T/Es

,

and other related requirements.

MARDIS
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1. PROBLEM . To consider methods for improved operational
direction and planning for Marine Air-Ground Task Forces.

2 . DISCUSSION

a. Battles may be won with deficiencies in equipment,
force size, and sustaining supplies; history provides any
number of examples where how the force was employed was of
greater significance than what the force comprised. Indeed,
no advantage in numbers of weaponry can offset the debili-
tation of poor operational direction against a skilled foe.
Tactical and strategic excellence are the greatest "force
multipliers" which a nation can provide its armed forces;
yet such provision enjoys less visibility and takes less
money than equipment-oriented programs which increasingly
dominate defense thinking. Consistent operational excel-
lence is achieved through development of competent

,

resourceful commanders and skilled staffs to advise and
assist them. This is a matter not only of selection and
training but also of organizing them into capable, respon-
sive headquarters. This paper addresses the latter require-
ment — the organizational framework for operational direction

b. The Marine Corps MAGTF command element potentially
enjoys several advantages over the joint Army/USAF counter-
part. It possesses a uniform doctrinal foundation; it
provides for truly centrally managed antiair warfare,
avoiding the divided joint air defense relationships and
responsibilities conveyed in JCS Pub. 8; it provides the
potential for coordinated air/ground intelligence collec-
tion and electronics warfare; it provides for optimum air-
space control; and it is potentially well suited for joint
and combined collaboration — either as a component element
or as an organizational nucleus. However, there are a
variety of problems which impede realization of its con-
siderable operational potential, each of which will be
discussed at length:

(1) Numbers of headquarters . There are no permanent
MAGTF headquarters in the structure; both doctrine and prac-
tice call for ad hoc fabrication when required, although
several have some degree of permanence. There is a tendency
to generate a MAB and MAU headquarters (e.g., 6th and 8th
MAB) for training and planning purposes well beyond the
capacity of the parent division/wing/FSSG to provide
either adequate headquarters staffing or GCE/ACE/CSSE
forces. This tendency is further complicated by MPS,
which suggests the association of a specific unit and a
specific MAGTF headquarters with a particular set of MPS
equipment. Piecemeal proliferation of command elements
tends to dilute the quality of operational direction by
spreading staffing resources too thin and fostering employ-
ment/deployment specializati^
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(2) Organizational Concept . While we routinely

deploy MAU ' s , we employ MAB ' s . Whether for training,
unexpected crisis response, or the initial phase of a
general war, the MAB is key to our ability to rapidly
employ significant expeditionary forces and to build to
MAF level. However, our approach impedes the deploya-
bility of this level MAGTF headquarters by dependence on
ad hoc staffing, organization and equipping.

(3) MAGTF Headquarters Competence . This is a func-
tion of staffing priorities, tour lengths, and staff train-
ing. A headquarters pieced together with division/wing/FSSG
augmentation prior to an exercise or operation will not per-
form as well as a staff which has trained together for months
and years and which receives consistently high quality staff-
ing input. If we expect the national leadership to place the
burden of high-visibility expeditionary service on the Marine
Corps, we must develop the institutional wherewithal and the
confidence of the unified commanders in our ability to plan
and to command effectively.

c . Numbers of Headquarters

(1) The fundamental guidance, Marine Air-Ground
Task Force Doctrine (FMFM 0-1) states that the MAGTF is
not a permanent organization; rather, it is task organized
for a specific mission, following the completion of which
it is dissolved. However, it recognizes a need for on-hand
MAGTF command elements stipulating that each MAF head-
quarters has the responsibility to maintain one MAB on an
operational or nucleus basis and an additional MAB staff
nucleus on an additional duty basis. Each MAF headquarters
maintains MAU staffs as required. FMFM 0-1 goes on to
indicate that the Reserve structure will provide one MAB
and two MAU staffs on an operational or nucleus/additional
duty basis. The problem is one of simultaneous demands
deployments, training, planning, prospective crisis employ -

ment -- which quickly exceed available MAGTF headquarters
elements, regardless of their ability to deploy . Prospec-
tive incorporation of the MPS concept extends the problem
further. Yet FMFM 0-1 goes on to say that MAGTF headquarters
do not occupy the permanent status which attends division,
wing, and other more traditional headquarters. The follow-
ing is a list of the MAGTF headquarters currently formed
for various day-to-day tasks short of operational commit-
ment in response to an initiating directive. Clearly the
existence of such a list gives question to the doctrinal
impermanence of the MAGTF command element.

I MAF 4th MAB 31st MAU

II MAF 6th MAB 32d MAU

III MAF 7th MAB 34th MAU

8th MAB 37th MAU

9th MAB

2
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( 2 ) There is a need to identify the number of MAGTF

headquarters which are required and reasonably attainable
during normal conditions . Current Marine Corps doctrine is
inconsistent regarding the number of MAGTFs which can be
employed from a division/wing/FSSG base. FMFM 0-1 states
that there are sufficient command and control assets to
form one MAF , two MABs , or four MAUs simultaneously. On
the other hand, Antiair Warfare (FMFM 5-5) states that the
MAG organized to support a MAB could well require over half
the Wing's combat capability. As an illustrative point,
7th MAB currently requires over 90 percent of 3d MAW com-
mand and control assets. FMFM 5-5 goes on to say that Fleet
Marine Forces are capable of deploying only one MAB from
each division/wing/FSSG team for extended periods and that
deployment of two MAB ' s from that base should not be planned.

(3) The revised draft (December 1980) of the Marine
Corps Force Structure Study asserts that Communications Battalion
assets are adequate for the support of a MAF headquarters
and, with augmentation from Division Communications Company
and Marine Wing Communications Squadron, should have the
requisite assets to support two deploying MABs, This is
based on the presumption that deployment of two MABs will
take the preponderance of division/wing ground and aviation
forces while leaving the division and wing communications
assets uncommitted. This is in error. First, the MWCS
must provide resources for establishment of two MAB TACC's
as well as establish linking communications among the various
aviation facilities dispersed for passive defense in the
objective area. Second, Division Communications Company
will be obliged to augment the regimental headquarters in
two separate MAB ground combat elements for communications
with reinforcing elements. Finally, the division and wing
headquarters must be held in readiness for escalation
planned or otherwise -- to eventual MAF organization.
Accordingly, if two MAB headquarters are to deploy from
one division/wing/FSSG base, the Communications Battalion
must be separately capable of providing the requisite com-
munications. Organization of the battalion into two mirror-
image letter companies ( MAB-oriented ) with an H&S Company
providing unique capabilities for attachment (WWMMCS inter-
face, satellite communications) is an option; see Enclosure (1),
As the communications requirements for a MAB are almost the
same as those of a MAF, the letter companies could support
either size headquarters. Since MAUs operate from the sea-
base using shipboard communications for limited objective
operations, they are virtually unaffected by Communications
Battalion organization or capabilities.

(4) A factor influencing types and numbers of MAGTF
headquarters is management of contingency responsibilities.
At present, there are some 40 MAF/MAG force obligations
addressed in current operation aJL aiming , not counting



plan variations and alternative concepts. Additionally,
unplanned (NOPLAN) prospects for employment continue highly
probable, especially for political reinforcement operations
at MAU/MAB level. Clearly, with the breadth and uncertainty
of prospective employments and the limited number of command
elements, exclusive dedication of a MAGTF headquarters to
only one contingency should be avoided, save in the face of
a developing situation. Each headquarters will undoubtedly
have a family of plans on which to orient, but its charter
and training must ensure that each is capable of planning
and executing an unanticipated expeditionary requirement.
What may be a high visibility plan today (Norway reinforce-
ment, SWA) can be submerged overnight with the day-to-day
changes in world events. Specialization provides improved
performance only if there is full assurance of employment
exclusively to the task for which directed; otherwise,
specialization must be viewed as an expeditionary limita-
tion. If X MAB is specialized for an operation in the
Mediterranean and is deployed for a training exercise in
Northern Europe, Y MAB may be obliged to take an actual
contingency developing concurrently in the Med. If X MAB
is specialized for air movement and is the only headquarters
available for a real world amphibious assault, it had best
know how. Obviously, specialization drives up the total
number of headquarters and reduces operational flexibility.

(a) The MPS concept is considered by some to
require a specialized MPS MAB headquarters. Certainly this
is appropriate for NTPS at the present time, in the absence
of either MPS doctrine or SOPs or the existence of an
approved operations plan for joint force employment /deploy-
ment . If the US is obliged to deploy forces to SWA, it
must have some capability to do so. Seventh MAB provides
such a capability today. However, in analyzing the require-
ment for additional MAB headquarters for three MPS sets of
equipment, one must ask, "what does a headquarters do in
deployment or employment which is unique to MPS?" In
deployment, the command element is associated exclusively
with air movement and force assembly in the objective area.
Both of these functions can be done with a lesser deployment-
oriented control element (e.g., similar to embarkation
organization in the amphibious movement to the objective
area), such as the deploying regimental or BSSG headquarters;
it in no way requires a full air/ground/logistics headquarters.
Accordingly, the only determinant for deployment of a fully
capable MAB headquarters is the intended operational employ -

ment and task organization in-theater. If the NTPS/MPS force
is the only force or the largest force deploying, sending a
MAB command element is appropriate. If the NTPS/MPS force
is reinforcing a MAF operation with a MAF command element in
place, deployment of an additional MAB headquarters is
superfluous

.

MARDIS
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(b) A case in point is the recent planning for

SWA which featured deployment of one MAF , three MAB and two
MAU headquarters for a composite force which, at most, will
require a MAF ashore and a MAB afloat. Proposals that the
extra MAB headquarters might serve as interim Wing and
Division headquarters in a composite MAF are viewed with
considerable skepticism. Amphibious or expeditionary
commitment is complex enough of itself without inflicting
the deployed force with the extraordinary complications of
either reconfiguration or functional substitution of the
means for operational direction in the face of a competent
opponent. If there is a need for a Wing command element,
deploy a unit which is organized, trained, and equipped for
the task -- a Wing headquarters.

(c) As noted before, MAGTF headquarters special-
ization is problematic. Seventh MAB is currently oriented —
even structured — exclusively for NTPS commitment in SWA.
Inasmuch as they are the only West Coast MAGTF command element
formed and trained for any kind of operations, a tasking to
provide a West Coast landing force for operations in the
Aleutians, the Kuriles, or Korea would clearly require com-
mitment of the 7th MAB headquarters with a task organization
optimized for amphibious assault and/or antiair warfare. In
such an event, the 7th MAB headquarters must be capable of
performing successfully.

(d) Accordingly, once the doctrine and/or SOPs
have been established for MPS, all MAB command elements should
be capable of planning and executing such a deployment. None
should be specialized exclusively for this task. However,
there may be some desirability to maintain special NTPS/MPS
sections within the FSSG to manage periodic inspection and
maintenance of afloat resources and operational issuance in
the objective area.

(5) Having looked at the requirements for contingency
preparations in general and MPS planning in particular and
finding no justifiable requirement to generate peacetime
MAGTF command elements exclusively for specific contingency
plans, there is a need to identify the number of MAGTF head-
quarters which are required for day-to-day operations. The
principal factors are availability for prospective expedi-
tionary employment and peacetime training exercises.

(a) MAF . While the force justification pres-
sures of the PPBS drill, coupled with the "short war"
postulation (hopefully dead or dying) , have pushed the
Marine Corps to seek amphibious employment of its MAF
capability at the outset of general war hostilities, that
is strategically illogical, transportationally improbable,
and potentially destructive of a national capability which

MARDIS
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will be of greatest value in subsequent phases of the war.
In any event , the problem of sea control in the initial
stages of such a conflict renders early large scale amphibious
operations improbable due to insecure transit and diversion of
Fleet elements to other more pressing requirements. The
nature of campaign planning — particularly defensive —
focuses on the requirements for the initial phase without
full regard for subsequent phases necessary for ultimate
victory. Inasmuch as the first phase in a general war
initiated by the USSR will demand commitment of forces
predominantly to missions of delay and defense (a situation
providing limited opportunity for decisive amphibious opera-
tions), specific amphibious objectives for the MAFs are
limited — even nonexistent — at the outset. Yet history
and fundamental logic tell us that such a capability will be
required time and again (probably the last thing in Field
Marshal Lord Gort's mind, as he deployed the BEF to France
at the outset of WW II, was the need for a major amphibious
capability). Accordingly, the MAF-level assaults come into
their own after the United States and its allies move from
the initial defensive phase to large scale offensive opera-
tions available to the theater commander for contingencies
and opportunities beyond his visualization of the campaign
at the time the plan was drafted. This will occur earlier
in some theaters than others. MAFs committed at the outset
to continental reinforcement will predictably become totally
enmeshed in that role, leaving the requirement for generat-
ing follow-on national amphibious capabilities to those
additional USMC forces which can be created — over time —
through full/total mobilization. Accordingly, the more
justifiable requirement for in-being, peacetime MAF head-
quarters is 1) readiness for worldwide contingencies short
of general war and 2) coordination of a multitude of MAB/
MAU requirements at the outset of general war. In these
capacities, there is a clear need for three major, on-the-
scene air/ground headquarters, so long as the division/wing/
FSSG teams remain dispersed in three separate areas. While
I MAF is justified in the minds of many as a planning head-
quarters, they would be the logical headquarters for a major
PACOM amphibious requirement. The majority of prospective
landing force elements are based close by , as is the source
of amphibious shipping and Navy amphibious units. The
alternative, employment of III MAF, would require deadhead-
ing amphibious ships to Hawaii and Japan for embarkation
and subsequent rehearsal and movement to the objective
area. WestPac areas for rehearsal landings of any size
are exceedingly rare. Security in Japan during the plan-
ning and embarkation phases is problematic, as is obtain-
ing host nation approval for launching an expeditionary
effort from Japanese soil. The utility of the III MAF
headquarters relates principally to non-amphibious intro-
duction in Korea or elsewhere, the defense of Japan Ca

MARDIS
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responsibility increasingly contested within the US govern-
ment), and coordination with Seventh Fleet. Moreover, I and
III MAF headquarters — by virtue of the physical isolation
of FMFPac headquarters — are essential for proper coordina-
tion of amphibious embarkation and/or air movement of associ
ated division/wing/FSSG elements in MAB or other formations,
as well as arranging the requisite nondeploying support (e.g
departure airfield support, marshalling area security , com-
munications, etc.). II MAF must be capable of amphibious or
nonamphibious service and is part and parcel of the FMFLant
headquarters, which will experience increased type command
activity concurrent with deployment of its organic MAF
command element. While national decisionmaking time,
amphibious and merchant shipping assembly time, and exe-
cution planning time associated with the requirement to put
30 to 50 thousand Marines on foreign soil militate against
the need to deploy a MAF headquarters instantaneously upon
the recognition of a national crisis, the need for such a
headquarters at the outset for planning and coordination
is imperative. Peacetime training for the direction of
such momentous efforts is also essential. Moreover, the
full-time existence of the MAF headquarters demonstrates
to both the unified commanders and the NCA the capability
of the Fleet Marine Force to quickly muster and employ a
sizable, comparatively self-contained, expeditionary combat
capability. Therefore, peacetime existence of three MAF
headquarters is fully justifiable for training and readi -

ness for execution planning and subsequent deployment
,

either at the outset of hostilities or as a follow-on for
an initial MAU/MAB commitment. The 4th Division/Wing Team
neither represents sufficient resources to justify an in-
being MAF command element , nor do current plans envision
its commitment as a full division/wing team.

(b) MAB . The MAB is the operational workhorse
of the Fleet Marine Force. Operations in the transition
from peace to general war and unilateral expeditionary
requirements will demand the initial commitment of MAB's,
perhaps to be built up to MAF ' s as time progresses or
shipping can be concentrated in one ocean or another.
At the outset of general war, there could be more-or-less
concomitant demands for MAB-size forces for the following
areas: Iceland, Norway, Denmark/Schleswig-Holstein , the
Eastern Mediterranean, the Azores, Cuba, Southwest Asia,
Japan/Korea, and the Aleutians. Therefore, peacetime
operational readiness clearly requires the availability
of deployable, competently staffed, and well trained MAB
headquarters elements for general war as well as for lesser
demands. Not only does contingency responsiveness demand
this; we must also exercise our alliance contribution
annually in a fashion which instills confidence in our
allies and sister Services and supports USMC claims on

MARDIS
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Defense readiness and modernization investments. MAB-level
exercises are the best and most affordable vehicle. The
last full-fledged division-wing exercise was STEELPIKE,
held in 1964. The larger MAB exercises (BOLD GUARD, TEAM-
WORK) take over a year to plan (mostly because of allied
coordination/host nation support requirements) and once
deployed, the participating MAB can be regionally fixated
for as much as two months. Accompanying supply densities
and task organizations may be totally unsuited to alternative
commitment (especially amphibious assault) elsewhere or even
in the same region, particularly if the force will not fit
on the available shipping by virtue of pre-exercise adminis-
trative introduction of certain elements (e.g., aviation
command and control) because of exercise time constraints.
Therefore, there must be a backup MAB command element which
can fill in for operational commitments (e.g., MPS, naval base
defense, etc.) beyond the capability of the deployed MAGTF.
With two MAB headquarters, the major exercises can be alter-
nated permitting both command elements the opportunity to
diversify their training programs. This applies principally
to LANTCOM and WestPac . The pivotal role played by EastPac
forces (PACOM, LANTCOM, EUCOM) at the outset of general war
demands the availability of two MAB command elements.
Additionally, six appropriately configured MAB headquarters
provide the nuclei for expansion to upwards of six MAF head-
quarters, should such be required in total mobilization. The
wartime expansion capability of the Marine Corps goes far
beyond that reflected in full mobilization planning. Based
on the foregoing, the operational requirement for two MAB
headquarters per division/wing/FSSG base is entirely reason -

able
,
although available resources -- as currently allocated -•

will not support this. This will be addressed further in the
paragraph on "Organizational Concepts." The requirement for
a Reserve MAB headquarters must be justified on the basis of
training and exercises rather than for contingency readiness.

(c) MAU . MAU's will be required not only for
peacetime forward deployment but also for general war. During
peacetime, they continue to be available for naval postur-
ing in support of foreign policy, demonstrations, evacuations,
raids, coup de main, and "spearhead" operations in preparation
for follow-on MAB/MAF commitment. In general war, they will
be required for amphibious raids and demonstrations. The
current approach is to have two MAU headquarters available
for "port-and-starboard" preparation and commitment to stand-
ing afloat deployment requirements. It works. Additionally,
it provides a backup MAU command element to take commitments
beyond the range or capability of the afloat deployed force.
Depending upon the unified command arrangements and support-
ing force assignments adopted for SWA/10, there may be a need
to maintain three standing afloat MAU's (Med, 10, WestPac)
with the capability to provide occasional deployments in
the Caribbean. This n6tMoa^ SAX£S££S the rotary wing
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deployment capability but also MSSG and command element
generation capabilities. This would probably require
that each division/wing/FSSG base provide for one of the
continuing afloat deployments, which in turn would end the
unit deployment program currently in effect.

(6) In summary, then, there are solid requirements
for maintenance of full time MAGTF headquarters; this should
be recognized in both doctrine and organization. Each divi-
sion/wing/FSSG base has need for a MAF and two MAB command
elements; additionally, there is a requirement for four
permanent MAU headquarters today which may grow to six.
The following section will recommend the most effective
and economic alternatives for meeting the requirements.

d . Organizational Concept

(1) Maintenance of permanent MAGTF headquarters
above and beyond extant structures may be considered by
some as an unnecessary drain on combat power which is
already degraded throughout the operating forces by FAP
and non-T/O billets. However, to slight the military
"brain" in favor of the limbs gives the illusion of
military strength without the assurance of its success
against a competent opponent. The price for skillful
operational direction must be paid, either in additional
structure or drawdowns against that which already exists.
It is, however, an expense we are bearing now. The task
at hand is to get the best capability at the least expen-
diture of resources. From the foregoing paragraphs, it can
be seen that each division/wing/FSSG base should be capable
of maintaining a MAF and two MAB headquarters in readiness
for employment; additionally, FMFPac and FMFLant have
requirements for two permanent MAU headquarters each.

(2) Readiness — rapid deployment — requires not
only an in-being MAGTF staff to plan and conduct expedi-
tionary operations and exercises but also an in-being
structure to support its functioning during planning,
embarkation, and operations in the objective area. The
simple fact is that none of our major MAGTF headquarters
possess in-being, ready-to-deploy headquarters and service
elements. Ill MAF possesses a nucleus H&S Company with
full T/E issue but requires significant personnel infusion
and training for deployment. II MAF is dependent upon H&S
Battalion, FMFLant which possesses equipment that has been
farmed out to subordinate forces at Camp Lejeune for osten-
sible recovery in the face of a requirement to deploy but
which lacks personnel or operating service sections for
deployment in support of II MAF. I MAF has no headquarters
and service support at all. None of the MAB headquarters
have organic headquarters and service support . 4th MAB
and 9th MAB headquarters are dependent upon the H&S Battalion
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and H&S Company of II and III MAF

,
respectively. The rob-

Peter-to-pay-Paul approach may keep the tooth-to-tail ratio
high, but it impedes the deployability of the MAGTF head-
quarters and, therefore, of the force as a whole. And it
should be kept in mind that joint command relationships in
the objective area may ultimately depend upon who can
arrive first with a functioning command and control capa-
bility. The price of such readiness is dedicated -- and
therefore increased — staffing. The only question is how
best to provide the requisite capabilities with the most
efficient use of resources. The following options are
organizational concepts for meeting operational require-
ments with ready, competent MAGTF command elements together
with their headquarters support.

(3) OPTION 1 (Modular) . A MAF command group is
comprised of a family of modules (see picture below),
using two MAB headquarters with H&S companies and a MAF
planning headquarters as an organizational foundation. One
of the MAB headquarters provides up to two MAU headquarters
as required. These modules can be employed in various
combinations

.

(a) The MAF headquarters is represented by one
planning group which is capable of planning for MAF-size
operations and coordinating the activities of lesser, un-
committed MAGTF headquarters. It would not be capable of
independent operations or have a T/E. It can be separately
organized (e.g., I MAF) or it can be provided by an FMF
headquarters (e.g., II MAF). For MAF-level commitments,
the MAF planning module attaches to a MAB headquarters to
provide a full-fledged MAF command capability.

(b) An operational MAB headquarters (MAF/MAB)
is developed which is fully staffed together with an H&S
Company that would permit the MAB headquarters to be
autonomous. In addition to separate MAB-level operations,
the MAB headquarters serves as the battle staff for the MAF
commander upon amalgamation with the MAF planning cell.

(c) A second MAB headquarters (MAU/MAB) which
is capable of participating in exercises, providing MAU head-
quarters for afloat deployments, and, in the absence of the
first MAB headquarters

,
serving as the command nucleus for an

operational requirement for a MAB or MAF providing it possessed
two MAU headquarters. This MAB headquarters would be supported
by a nucleus H&S company that would possess all of its T/E,
the bulk of which would be preserved (e.g., the H&S Co., Ill
MAF model) but only part of its personnel. The two MAU head-
quarters would, when combined with the MAB cell and H&S augmen-
tation, form a headquarters similar in nature and capability to
the operational MAB headquarters.

10
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MAF COMMAND GROUP

MAF PLANNING HQ

OPERATIONAL
MAB HQ

MAB
PLANNING HQ

H&S CO

Nucleus
H&S CO MAU HQ

I

(d) Employment Concept . While this concept
features the fielding of MAF, MAB and MAU command elements,
the greatest emphasis is placed on the MAB as an immediately
employable element and as the battle staff for a MAF head-
quarters. Depending on the need, the MAF Planning Head-
quarters could be attached to the MAB headquarters at the
outset or could be flown into an objective area to join a
committed MAB headquarters for the purpose of converting a
MAB operation into a MAF operation. The MAB commander
becomes Chief of Staff of the MAF upon the arrival of the
MAF commander. For MAB requirements, the operational MAB
headquarters is augmented with specialist detachments
(special communications, intelligence, etc.) and assigned
major subordinate commands by the FMF commander in order to
be capable of performing the operations listed in FMFM 0-1
for MABs . This headquarters, in addition to conducting
exercises, would be prepared for all contingencies — to
include MPS. The second MAB (MAU/MAB) headquarters would
orient primarily on the continuing requirement to provide
afloat MAU headquarters, while retaining the capability to
build the deployed MAU headquarters to MAB level or even to
MAF level with attachment of the MAF Planning Headquarters.
It, too, must be capable of planning and executing amphib-
ious air movement, MPS, and administrative introduction.

( e ) Advantages

1 Emphasizes readiness of the command
element (MAB) most likely required in the initial stages
of either regional conflict or general war with provisions
for simple escalation to MAF capability.

MARDIS
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2 Provides for improved expeditionary

competence of both MAB and MAF headquarters by employing
a battle staff which receives MAB and MAF level training
in peacetime exercises.

3 Separates FMF/MAF planning from MAB
planning/exercises/deployments, thereby providing for
primary dedication of MAB and MAU headquarters to improving
component-level execution planning and operational skills.

4 Provides command elements for the three
MAGTF levels currently recognized in doctrine and plans.

5 Provides H&S company for each MAB poten-
tial MAF) headquarters for autonomous operations capability.

6 Provides better trained H&S support for
MAF-level operations, as there are more peacetime opportuni-
ties for MAB exercises than for MAFs

.

7 The afloat MAU headquarters functions
additionally as the second MAB (forward) command element
in those situations requiring buildup to MAB-level, facili-
tating planning, coordination, area orientation, and smooth
transition. This is particularly advantageous for "composite
MAF" build-up.

8 Permits FMFLant to meet its MAF responsi-
bilities with the least disruption to the FMF type command
functions necessary to recommend options for MAF employment,
coordinate deployment, and arrange continuous logistic and
personnel support. FMFPac is unaffected.

( f ) Disadvantages

1 Insufficient people in the nucleus H&S
company to be responsive to requirements for immediate
deployment of the second MAB (MAU/MAB) headquarters.

2 For MAF-level operations where the MAF
is the senior headquarters in a joint or combined operation,
the H&S company may require additional augmentation.

(4) OPTION 2 (Omnibus) . This plan features an
omnibus MAGTF headquarters (titled as MAF) with inclusive
H&S Company for each DWT. This omnibus headquarters would
be fully capable of planning and executing MAF-level opera-
tions as organized or lesser MAB and/or MAU level require-
ments with subunits of the headquarters and its H&S support

.

In this latter regard, it would be capable of subdivision
into a MAF Planning Headquarters organized in much the same
manner as in Option 1, a fully operational MAB command element,
a MAB Planning Headquarters, two separate MAU headquarters,

MAPS
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and an H&S Company capable of supporting a MAF or two MABs
(H&S Company (-) and a subunit).

OMNIBUS MAGTF HQ (MAF)

MAF PLANNING HQ

MAB
HQ

MAB
PLANNING

HQ

MAU
HQ

MAU
HQ

(OR)

MAF HQ

H&S CO
M
A

MAB U
HQ H&S CO (-)
SUB D
UNIT E

T
S

(a) Employment Concept . The emphasis in this
option is upon the MAF headquarters. Its organization favors
highest readiness for deployment and operations of a MAF com-
mand element which, in garrison, is also capable of providing
for MAU and MAB commitments. It possesses all the component
elements and capabilities of Option One organized into one,
divisible omnibus unit

.

(b) Advantages

1 Provides for greater expeditionary compe-
tence of both MAB and MAF headquarters by employing a battle
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staff which receives both MAB and MAF level training in
peacetime exercises.

2 Provides command elements for the three
MAGTF levels currently recognized in doctrine and plans.

3 Affords a good basis for expeditionary
escalation, e.g., reinforcing a forward deployed MAU head-
quarters to MAB level or MAB to MAF level.

4 Simplifies budgetary justification by
focusing on one rather than a family of air-ground command
elements for each division/wing/FSSG team.

( c) Disadvantages

1 Possesses limited capability to field a
second MAB command element

.

2 Tends to blur the impact of staffing
shortfalls by providing a means for short-term internal
redistribution to meet day-to-day requirements, thereby
creating internal turbulence and impeding the development
of individual and team skills.

3 Obscures the distinction between FMF/MAF
planning responsibilities and those of the MAB and MAU by
amalgamation of all levels in one headquarters.

4 Forces FMFLant either to divest itself
of its MAF responsibilities or absorb the functions of an
entire omnibus MAGTF headquarters.

(5) OPTION 3 (Afloat MAB) . This concept envisions
a MAF Planning Headquarters (as in Option 1) with two separate
MAB headquarters and supporting H&S companies, one of which
would be forward deployed afloat in lieu of the MAU head-
quarters currently in use.

MAF PLANNING HQ

MAB HQ

H&S
-

CO

AFLOAT
MAB HQ

NUCLEUS
H&S CO
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(a) Employment Concept . The emphasis herein is

on the MAB ; MAU command elements are formed only when required
and no longer are afloat forward deployed as a matter of course.
The MAF headquarters comprises a planning element for MAF-level
planning and for coordinating subordinate endeavors. To
deploy it must be combined with a MAB headquarters which
becomes the battle staff nucleus for the MAF commander.
One of the MAB headquarters

,
supported by an H&S company

with full T/E and limited staffing, would be afloat deployed
with a BLT, aviation squadron, MSSG (or BSSG minus), and when
required, the MPS/NTPS equipment and shipping. Since there
would be no six-month turnover of the command element, afloat
MAB tours would be one year unaccompanied assignments. Either
MAB headquarters could be built to MAF level by addition of a
MAF commander and the MAF planning cell.

(b ) Advantages

1 Provides two readily available MAB head-
quarters — one afloat and one ashore -- to implement the
time-sensitive MPS concept and other plans/exercises.

2 Recognizes that while we deploy MAUs

,

we generally employ MABs

.

3 Provides for rapid escalation to MAB or
MAF command level since there would be no MAU headquarters
to assimilate.

4 Separates MAF planning from MAB planning/
exercises/deployments

.

5 Provides better trained H&S support for
MAF-level operations, as there are more peacetime opportunities
for MAB exercises than for MAFs

.

6 Provides H&S company for each MAB (poten-
tial MAF) headquarters.

7 Provides higher ranking landing force
representation during USN-USMC planning evolutions by
virtue of presence of afloat MAB headquarters.

8 Provides for greater expeditionary compe-
tence of both MAB and MAF headquarters by employing a battle
staff which receives both MAB and MAF level training in peace-
time exercises

.

9 Permits FMFLant to meet its MAF responsi-
bilities with the least disruption to the FMF type command
functions necessary to recommend options for MAF employment,
coordinate deployment , and arrange continuous logistic and
personnel support. FMFPac is unaffected.

MARDIS
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10 Associates MPS more closely with afloat

deployments

.

( c ) Disadvantages

1 Requires full time afloat deployment of
two Brigadier Generals as MAB commanders or day-to-day direc-
tion by a deputy with contingency assignment of a general
officer during a developing crisis.

2 One year afloat tour provides little
institutional memory for the afloat MAB headquarters.

3^ Establishes a precedent for deploying
MAB-level staffs on amphibs other than LCCs which limits the
LF communications and spaces available afloat and support the
contention that the MAB can get by with lesser facilities,
further ceding the LCC to the exclusive use of the fleet
commander

.

4 Necessitates H&S augmentation for afloat
MAB headquarters operations ashore.

5 Requires a change to MAGTF doctrine
regarding the purpose and employment of MAUs

.

6 Increases overseas unaccompanied billets.

7 Afloat MAB headquarters has little con-
trol over preparatory training and loading of BLTs

,
squadrons,

and MSSGs (BSSGs) rotating into the afloat deployed force.

8 Separates afloat MAB headquarters from
the bulk of the landing force and amphibious force during
the planning and embarkation phases in those contingencies
requiring a MAB amphibious assault drawing on additional
forces in CONUS waters.

( 6 ) Comparison of the Options

(a) First, there are several advantages and dis -

advantages common to all options . On the plus side, all pro-
vide for more readily deployable, better trained MAB and MAF
headquarters by employing the MAB staff, which actually
participates in amphibious exercises, air movements, and
field exercises either in its own right or as the operational
battle staff of the MAF, should that level of command be
required either at the outset or through escalation. Second,
they all provide for more rapid and smoother transition to MAF
level; in essence, all that is required is augmentation of
either MAB headquarters with the MAF Planning Headquarters —
one plane load. On the other hand, all options will require

MARDIS
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reorganizing and reinforcing the communications battalion, FMF

,

although that may be indicated in any event.

(b) Second, there is the question of MAB versus
MAF orientation . While all three are capable of providing
either, Options One and Three emphasize the readiness and
deployability of the MAB headquarters while Option Two
focuses on a MAF capability. As mentioned earlier, general
war and regional unilateral contingencies will demand the
initial commitment of MABs

,
perhaps to be built up to MAFs

as time progresses or shipping can be concentrated in one
ocean or another. Several major OPLANs with MAF commitments
notwithstanding, the initial general war commitment should
be anticipated as largely MAB oriented, due to the large
number of requirements, limitations in strategic mobility,
and the short time available to execute the opening moves
of the conflict. Larger MAF-level amphibious efforts come
into their own in subsequent phases. The prospective pre-
positioning of three MPS equipment sets further underscores
the day-to-day requirement for capability to field MABs.
Joint and combined exercises also require MAB-level partici-
pation; lift and cost constraints generally reduce MAF-level
play to CPX's. On the other hand, the ability to concentrate
Fleet Marine Forces from both Fleets for a MAF build-up -

demands the early availability of a MAF-level command
element, and dealings with the other services in joint
operations may also require the early development of a
MAF headquarters. The planning load on MAF ' s , not only in
the JOPS realm but also component-unique execution planning
(i.e., the conduct of the operation through to a successful
conclusion) is potentially heavy, depending on how much JOPS
planning is done at the FMF level . Also , MAF-level coordina-
tion is desirable for deploying MABs and MAUs

.

(c) Next is the issue of the utility of the MAU
headquarters as a forward deployed command element; Option
Three proposes substitution with an afloat deployed MAB head-
quarters. While this choice would increase forward-deployed
staff power and clout , it would also increase the requirement
for shipping space and afloat communications, as well as the
number of unaccompanied tours. It would also increase opera-
tional opportunities for general officers, as two each year
would be so assigned on a full time basis. MPS would become
more closely associated with the afloat deployed forces, which
would provide the headquarters and initial security for an MPS
deployment . The actual air-movement can be executed by any
headquarters — either the component regiment or BSSG, for
example. Option Three would limit FMF capabilities to gen-
erate MAUs by virtue of forward deployment of a large pro-
portion of its MAGTF command resources. It also causes a
major problem in planning for amphibious assault elements
(the bulk of the MAB) and the USN amphibious forces which
will have to come from CO
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( d) Manpower Considerations

1 The various options require approximately
the same resources, since the functions supported are the same
throughout. The major difference is how they are organized.
Enclosures (2) through (6) provide illustrative T/O's for the
modular approach (Option One) which is the most extended
organizational option; Two and Three are essentially aggre-
gations of Option One. It should be noted that these proposed
tables of organization are constructed primarily from existing
staffing approaches for each MAGTF headquarters level. The
Advanced Amphibious Study Group is of the view that all
operational headquarters could be reduced considerably in
size with significant operational benefits accruing therefrom,
both in operational direction, coordination, CP survivability,
and reduction of communications nets, traffic, and signature.
However, that issue is not part of this study. Using the
manpower requirements of Option One as a base, enclosure (7)
compares the manpower cost (manning level) of the current ad
hoc approach with the manning level requirements for the
stabilized proposals discussed herein. The net personnel
increases in manning levels throughout the active structure
to support the options are shown below in comparison to the
cost of fielding three new MPS-type brigade headquarters.
The MPS-type T/0 requirements are based upon CG FMFPac's
recommendation for 7th MAB's T/0 (CG FMFPac ltr IMZ/pal over
5300 dtd 18 Aug 1981)

.

Option 1 3-MPS Bde HQ

Marine officer 115. 156

Marine enlisted 326 360

Navy officer 26 15

Navy enlisted 24 45

2 Methods for Meeting Staffing Shortfalls

a T/0 Compensatory Reduction . There
may be some T/0 billets in the Marine Corps that can be
reduced to provide spaces for a permanently structured
MAGTF headquarters; however, previous attempts to find
spaces (e.g., Force Structure Study) have by and large
pumped that well dry. While many headquarters (e.g.,
division, wing) are overstaffed beyond T/0 level, these
assets are not affected by T/0 reductions. As permanent
MAGTF headquarters are phased in, T/0 reduction in the Division
Wing-FSSG structure may be realized when, and if, it becomes
apparent that the MAGTF Siaff is j^Q£is,ralizing certain functions

was
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(e.g., special intelligence) of its major subordinate com-
mands. MAGTF-Di vision-Wing-FSSG-FMF T/0 compensatory reduc-
tions (where duplications exist) will be, at best, difficult
to decide since no one HQMC Department has overall coordinating
authority for MAGTF issues; e.g., DC/S PP&O has cognizance over
ground structures while DC/S Aviation has responsibility for
aviation structures.

b Manning Level Adjustment . The
quickest method is by adjusting manning levels. Without
T/0 reduction or an increase in end strength, we could
divert personnel from the DWT to fill MAGTF slots. This
approach is being used for other headquarters. Here again,
we may have approached the limits of utility of such "rob-
Peter-to-pay-Paul " tactics. Still, it provides a temporary
solution

.

c Increase End Strength . The last and
most satisfactory approach is to program T/0 (and T/E) defi-
ciencies over time to meet the needs of these commands. Two
MAU headquarters (11/57 each) are programmed at this time for
POM 82 and POM 83; three nucleus headquarters (17/26 each)
for MPS-type brigades are programmed for FY 83, 85, and 87.

(e) UNITREP Considerations . The second H&S
company in Options One and Three, due to its limited person-
nel staffing in peacetime, will need to be reported in the
UNITREP system in a manner consistent with regulations and
indicative of its capability, yet without prejudice to the
MAB elements it is associated with in each concept. To
accomplish this, there are four choices available:

1 Report as a cadre unit . As such the
company would be registered with the system and would be
reported as C-5 (Service programmed not combat ready).

2 Report as a nucleus unit . This unit
would be registered with the JCS system also , but would not
be given a readiness rating. Only the nucleus T/0 would be
reflected

.

3 Report against the (full) T/0 . This
method, most commonly used, would produce a C-4 personnel
readiness rating.

4 Register the unit without report . The
registration would provide a data base which could accept
information at a later date. The unit, hov/ever , would not
be reported upon, and would be considered "inactive."

MARDIS
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(7) Conclusions

(a) Option One affords the least disruption
of existing doctrine and organizational approach while
providing improved stability and operational utility by:

1 focusing on the MAB headquarters as
the basis for expeditionary response, expansion to MAF

,

and provision of MAU headquarters.

2 employing a MAB battle staff — trained
in MAB exercises and MAF CPX's — as the operational nucleus
for both MAB and MAF contingencies.

3 simplifying escalation from MAU to MAB
command — essentially creating the MAU headquarters as the
forward echelon of the MAB command element -- as well as
from MAB to MAF.

4 maintaining the separation in garrison
between MAF and MAB for purposes of planning and training
management . The MAF planning cell provides planning con-
tinuity into the execution phase while insulating the MAB
command elements from JOPS-level planning, which distracts
it from developing component-level execution planning and
battle skills.

5 retaining sizable flexibility among
CONUS-based MAGTF command elements for forming MAGTFs of
any size and for mounting point-to-point amphibious assaults.

(b) Proposed MAGTF Distribution Within the
Marine Corps l

MAGTF COMPONENT FMFLant FMFPac (E) FMFPac (W)

MAF Planning HQ II MAF I MAF III MAF

Operational MAB HQ 4th MAB 7th MAB 9th MAB

MAB Planning HQ 6th MAB 5th MAB 2 1st MAB3

MAUs 32d MAU 31st MAU

34th MAU 37th MAU

NOTES: 1. The proposed allocation is primarily based upon
(1) the current geographical locations of extant
MAGTF headquarters, (2) the evolution of those
structures into the proposed distribution, and
(3) a knowledge of current and probable employment
plans (contingencies).

2. No current operational requirements for MAU headquarters.
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e. MAGTF Headquarters Competence . While there is a need

to improve staff operational capabilities throughout the FMF

,

the competence of the MAGTF headquarters is absolutely essen-
tial. The MAGTF staff is key to successful planning and
execution of the highly complex taskings — amphibious war-
fare, joint and combined expeditionary service — which are
directly under the eye of the unified commander and the
National Command Authority. Failures at this level affect
the force as a whole as well as the mission toward which it
is directed. In order for the Headquarters to function pro-
fessionally in support of the commander, it must be staffed
with the right kind of people who stay together long enough
to develop the requisite individual and team skills. Like
any other unit, a staff must be trained.

(1) Staffing . There are two aspects which deserve
attention: who staffs the MAGTF headquarters with what for
how long, and the regard with which such assignments are
held within the officer corps.

(a) Heretofore, personnel assigned to MAGTF
headquarters for duty (permanent and augmentation) have been
so tasked in a variety of ways -- some by HQMC , some by an
FMF or MAF headquarters (e.g., Ill MAF to 9th MAB) and
others by division/wing/FSSG in response to a quota levied
by a higher authority. The purpose of the organizational
concepts discussed previously is to stabilize the key and
most deployable elements and billets. While some augmenta-
tion will be required (e.g., for deployment /employment of
the second MAB headquarters and its H&S support), the pri-
mary team members are intended to be permanently assigned
and should be so directed by HQMC where backgrounds and
training can be matched to the assignment. This ensures
that other headquarters requirements do not filter off
talent which is required by the command elements ultimately
responsible for operational direction of the committed
Marine force as well as its naval/ joint/combined interface
with adjacent and higher commands. Moreover, HQMC has a
larger manpower pool from which to draw than does the FMF
headquarters. Permanently assigned officers must be top-
notch, among the best the Marine Corps can bring to bear.
Augmentation is and can be best handled at the FMF (MAF
in PACOM) level; the proposals herein reduce the magnitude
of the requirement, however.

(b) Tour length for MAGTF staff officers must
be sufficiently long to develop individual and team skills
while preserving, to the degree possible, as much institu-
tional memory as possible. Those assigned to PCS duty with
MAF and MAB headquarters should be assigned for at least
two year tours — three if possible. Consideration could
be given to extending "sea duty" status to these assign-
ments — regardless of location — to underscore the
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expeditionary nature of all such billets, yet permitting
movement of the family to the "homeport , " e.g., Okinawa,
while accruing an overseas control date.

(c) Assignment to duty with a MAGTF headquarters
has not always been viewed with the enthusiasm that assignment
to the division and wing generally inspires. Part of this is
due to the opportunity for reassignment within the wing or
division to a command tour (or flying billet) after having
paid one's dues as a staff officer. Clearly, that prospect
is unavailable upon assignment to a MAGTF headquarters, and
if a MAGTF headquarters tour is to count as an "FMF tour,"
thereby abrogating subsequent assignment to a tactical unit,
such duty will not be eagerly sought. Emphasis from the top
can influence this — CMC "white letters" and views expressed
at schools (AWS, C&SC, etc.), career planners and monitor
advice are ways — but words of themselves will have only
passing effect. If the operational direction exercised by
the MAGTF commander is of concern and if its quality is
based on competent staff support, that point must be con-
veyed to the officer corps by means of tangible demonstration.
Certainly an initial step is the continuing assignment of
high quality officers to the key MAGTF staff assignments —
C/S, G-3, G-4 , and G-5 among others. Word gets around fast
in an organization as small as the Marine Corps. Next, these
officers should not be denied subsequent opportunities to
serve in the division/wing/FSSG by dint of such MAGTF duty.
Establishment of MAGTF duty as a prerequisite for selection
to top level school or as an alternative to joint duty (most
MAU/MAB/MAF assignments involve considerable joint and com-
bined interaction) are examples of professional enticements
which could be employed to strengthen the desirability of
such an assignment. The "sea duty" provision mentioned
earlier is another option. However, the enticements proffered
should underscore the professional challenge and rewards of
such assignment rather than appear to offer recompense for
suffering well in an undesirable billet.

(2) Training . There are both individual and team
skills which must be developed for proper staff functioning.
The individual skills can be acquired in professional mili-
tary education and specialist schools (embarkation, NBC)
either prior to or during the course of assignment to the
MAGTF headquarters. However, the team skills can be developed
only with the staff as a whole, although this can be facili-
tated by teaching and enforcement of standardized staff pro-
cedures and documentation throughout the FMF. The responsi-
bility for training the staff as a unit to support the
commander rests with the Chief of Staff /Executive Officer —
a responsibility which is conspicuously absent in the listing
of his functions in FMFM 3-1. Only he can match the coordi-
nated capabilities of the staff as a whole to the commander's
requirements for support, which will vary from individual to
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individual. The day-to-day flow of staff work which develops
fundamental relationships and team coordination also distracts
the staff from developing operational warfighting skills.
Implicit in the mission performance standards for MAGTF
headquarters contained in MCCRES VOL VII are the fundamental
command and staff skills — team skills which underlie any
military decision: the sequence of command and staff action
embodying mission analysis, estimates, operational and logistic
concept development, plan/order development, and staff super-
vision of execution of those concepts. Following development
of the basic skills of how to think as a corporate body, the
staff should be exercised in the various operational problems
which may confront them: amphibious assault, air movement,
"triphibious" operations as well as offense, defense, and
delay in various geographic circumstances to include river
lines and built up areas. Like any other unit, a staff should
develop and follow an annual training plan. Exclusive
dependence upon CPXs and scheduled exercises limits the ex-
tent and variety of staff operational training which can be
performed. There are other vehicles available, some of
which have been used in other nations for hundreds of years.
While day-to-day requirements will always interfere with staff
training, the MAGTF headquarters represents the best oppor -

tunity we have for breaking out of the bonds of "business-as -

usual " to develop operational staff skills. The division/wing/
FSSG headquarters have become immersed in managing the various
administrative responsibilities which have burgeoned since
WW II, thereby seriously impeding their own operational
development

.

(a) The options for staff training include
locally instituted and conducted training and exercises
conducted by an external organization (e.g., higher head-
quarters, MCDEC, LFTC). MCCRES evaluation of MAGTF head-
quarters is undeniably useful; however, it should be employed
to measure training, not to substitute for it. Local exer-
cises are less costly and easier to schedule than "imported"
training; however, the "import" approach provides better
instruction and frees the receiving unit from the prepara-
tory investment of time and effort. Probably some combina-
tion of the two should be sought.

(b) Local training can take the form of classes,
demonstrations, and exercises, this latter to include model
exercises, war games and exercises without troops as well as
the more familiar CPXs and field exercises. Probably one of
the simplest and most direct training methods is CS/XO
insistence on employment of doctrinal staff techniques and
documentation in day-to-day business. A continuing commander-
staff dialogue embodying initial information briefings, mission
analysis, commander's guidance, staff estimates, and develop-
ment of plausible courses of action for ultimate command
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decision is a problem-solving approach which has broad appli-
cability. Unfortunately, it is seldom employed. The estimate
process need not be elaborate and in most cases not even
written; however, if staff officers are to provide obj ect ive
advice, they must master and employ this basic skill. Mission
analysis and development of alternative courses of action are
other techniques which have fallen into disuse; alternatives
when offered, are frequently designed to complement a favored
course of action rather than to provide equally feasible,
acceptable, and suitable options for balanced comparison.
Throughout , the goal must be to train the staff how to think
as a corporate body, how to react to surprise and a changing
situation, and how to identify problems and recommend solu-
tions for command decision. Training in how to think must
precede instruction in what to think about. Either from
local resources or from extension support provided by MCDEC,
the MAGTF headquarters should manage this task locally and
MCCRES should provide for evaluation of these fundamental
skills. This is the only way that homogeneity of staff
functioning across the FMF can be obtained -- an essential
ingredient for composite MAB/MAF evolutions drawing MAGTFs
from both fleets. What to think about — amphibious opera-
tions, air movement, MPS planning, raid planning, combat in
built up areas, etc. -- can be addressed by both local and
"import" training.

(c) Improved training of an amphibious nature
can and has been conducted by the LFTCs ; if this were to be
increased, the resources — money and perhaps additional
staffing — would have to be made available. The LFTCs are
not oriented toward non-amphibious instruction and it would
be difficult to expand their charter, as they are a sub-
ordinate element of the Fleet Surface Force with only
administrative and doctrinal linkage to the Marine Corps.
On the other hand, MCDEC is part of the USMC supporting
establishment, fully responsive to CMC direction. Its
educational function (MCDECO P5400.4C),

"To educate officers in the
principles, doctrine, tactics
and techniques of warfare , with
particular emphasis on the land-
ing force aspects of amphibious
operations, in order to provide
commanders and staff officers for
the air-ground forces of the Marine
Corps , and to conduct such other
schools and functions as directed
by CMC. "
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would appear consistent with the requirement, although its
methodology would require expansion beyond the resident
instruction approach to include the operation of mobile
training teams in support of the FMF -- specifically the
MAGTF headquarters and perhaps others as well. Not only
does this put the instruction precisely at the point where
it will most directly influence the effectiveness of the
air-ground forces it is intended to support, but also it
will offset, to some degree, the fact that many of the
officers assigned to such duty do not have the advantage
of advanced formal military education. Again, the question
of resources arises. The current tempo of resident instruc-
tion and staffing limitations preclude any major extension
program at present. However, if additional resources cannot
be made available, consideration could be given to reapportion-
ment of functions and personnel within MCDEC . For example, the
Amphibious Warfare Presentation Team, tasked (MCDECO P5400.4C)

"To prepare and present amphib-
ious warfare studies to illus-
trate the amphibious doctrine,
tactics and techniques of the
United States Marine Corps in
projecting seapower ashore
against a target held by
hostile forces .

"

could be reoriented toward "circuit rider" training within
the Fleet Marine Force. This would constitute a reversion
to the original focus of this effort (1932-1940), which was
internal doctrinal development and promulgation. While such
a shift would cut back on a useful means of explaining the
strategic utility of amphibious capabilities outside the
Marine Corps, it can be argued that the performance of our
MAGTF 's in joint and combined exercises and in actual expedi-
tionary service stands as more convincing testimony to our
ultimate strategic value. An additional advantage is the
operational feedback available to MCDEC for updating and
revising their resident instruction. In the area of amphib-
ious planning, the LFTC mobile training capabilities could
be put to good use in augmentation of an overall effort
developed and coordinated by MCDEC.

(d) Staff Exercises

1 As a general rule, the more elaborate
an exercise, the less frequently it will be conducted.
Investment in preparation requires time and planning staff,
both of which are finite in any command. High investment
training evolutions inevitably conflict with other commit-
ments and accordingly should be limited. There are a variety
of techniques used in Europe for the conduct of training by
commanders and staffs which do not require the deployment of
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troops. These techniques were necessitated by the need in
peacetime to exercise without available maneuver areas (until
after the fall harvests) and in war to exercise commanders
and their staffs without disrupting troop dispositions and
to promulgate new tactical concepts. The British and Common-
wealth nations refer to these as model exercises (sand tables,
etc.) and tactical exercises without troops (TEWTs); all these
approaches were derived from the iibungsreisen (staff rides)
and Kriegspiel (war games) developed by Prussia during the
19th century. Not only do they serve as a means for develop-
ing command and staff opportunities for military problem-
solving — mission analysis, estimates, development of
operational and logistic concepts -- but also they provide
a means for considering tactical problems for which no
maneuver area exists.

2 For example, consider combat in built up
areas. While a regiment could not expect to conduct field
exercises in a major urban area, a regimental commander and
his battalion commanders can easily and unobtrusively conduct
a TEWT in any city — even in a foreign country. There is
another plus ; the command element is provided the opportunity
to exercise its decisionmaking capabilities before dragging
the troops through a full-fledged field exercise. The model
exercise and wargame also provide a means for rehearsal of
certain tactical evolutions as well as examining new con-
cepts before employing them in the field.

3 The TEWT and model exercise are the
simplest techniques and require the least preparatory invest-
ment . The terrain model for the model exercise can be anything
from a crumpled blanket on a ship's wardroom table to a child's
sandbox to a fully-developed map-related terrain mockup such
as those employed at Little Creek and Quantico. These latter
can be produced as portable facilities either for use in local
training or as an aid for training conducted by a mobile train-
ing team. In this latter regard, an amphibious planning exer-
cise for both landing force and amphibious force staffs can
be conducted in a model exercise under LFTC/ Amphibious School
tutelage, entirely without supporting communications or
maneuver units. The TEWT and model exercise can be developed
for the force as a whole or to focus on ground warfare, the
air battle, or combat service support.

4 The wargame, either manual or computer-
assisted, is a more elaborate exercise; TWSEAS provides yet
another training capability. These more sophisticated exer-
cises are probably best conducted as import training sponsored
by MCDEC. CPXs and full field exercises are logical follow-
ons once the basic skills have been mastered by the command
element

.
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5 Recognizing that full field/amphibious

exercises for MABs and MAFs are infrequent, high-visibility
and generally joint and/or combined in nature, formal evalua-
tion of the larger MAGTF headquarters during operations afield
will seldom occur. The model exercises and wargame provide a
more economical means of testing the ability of a MAGTF com-
mand element to think and solve military problems as a
corporate entity. There is no reason why such an approach
could not be adopted for MCCRES evaluation of MAB/MAF head-
quarters, as well as division, wing, and FSSG headquarters —
after completing an appropriate headquarters training program.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Accept into doctrine and permanent active force
structure one MAF and two MAB headquarters for each
division/wing/FSSG base; among other things, this will
require converting 1st Marine Brigade into 1st MAB.
Additionally, maintain two full time MAU headquarters
each in FMFPac and FMFLant

.

MAGTF COMPONENT FMFLant FMFPac (E) FMFPac (W)

MAF Planning HQ II MAF I MAF III MAF

Operational MAB HQ 4th MAB 7th MAB 9th MAB

MAB Planning HQ 6th MAB 5th MAB 1st MAB

MAU HQ 32d MAU 31st MAU

34th MAU 37th MAU

b. Organize the MAGTF headquarters in accordance with
the modular option (option one) wherein two MAB headquarters,
complete with their own H&S companies, are available for com-
mitment either as a MAB or as the battle staff of a MAF head-
quarters upon amalgamation with the MAF Planning Headquarters
and a MAF commander. One MAB headquarters is maintained at
full strength while the second is manned at reduced strength.
The MAB planning headquarters serves as the deployment base
for the two rotating MAU headquarters. It is capable of
assimilating its MAU Headquarters, forming a full MAB head-
quarters. To be autonomous, its H&S Company would require
augmentation to give it a T/0 identical to that of the H&S
Company supporting the Operational MAB Headquarters.
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MAF PLANNING HQ

OPERATIONAL
MAB HQ

MAB
PLANNING HQ

H&SCO

Nucleus
H&S Co

MAU
HQ

T

e. Implement the concept by phases, as proposed in the
implementing plan (enclosure (8)).

d. Organize the communication battalion, FMF to support
two independently deployed MAB Headquarters, one MAF Head-
quarters, or one MAF/MAB Headquarters and two MAU Headquarters,
providing special capabilities (WWMCCS interface, satellite
communications) for any one of the MAGTF Headquarters contained
in the recommended option.

e. Apace with the development of permanent MAGTF head-
quarters, built to two full strength ANGLICOs (organized for
the revised mission currently being tested) in the active
structure to improve MAGTF headquarters joint and combined
interoperability/mutual supportability

.

f. Develop appropriate doctrine for employment of MPS;
subsequently, require that all MAB headquarters be capable
of planning and executing MPS operations in time for intro-
duction of the three sets of MPS equipment forthcoming.

g. Continue to manage MAGTF headquarters permanent
personnel staffing from HQMC

.

h. Provide incentives for MAGTF staff duty, such as

Alternative to joint duty

Subsequent reassignment to division/wing/FSSG
if desired.
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i. Develop, in coordination with MCDEC and the LFTCs

,

a MAGTF headquarters training program which will create
the fundamental command and staff skills necessary to solve
anticipated and unanticipated military problems, using both
local training and mobile training teams and focusing on low
investment exercises (model exercises, TEWTs

,
wargames).

j . Employ standardized staff techniques and documenta-
tion in day-to-day business throughout the operating forces.

k. Assign DC/S, PP&O as the MAGTF sponsor for the purpose
of conducting the implementation plan contained at enclosure
(8) to this study, and for determining future adjustments to
MAGTF headquarters T/O's, T/E's, and other related require-
ments .
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MAGTF HEADQUARTERS COMMUNICATIONS AND LIAISON REQUIREMENTS

1. PROBLEM . To provide communications and liaison capabili-
ties adequate to meet the Marine Corps-wide requirements for
MAF and MAB command elements.

2 . DISCUSSION

a. In addition to the aforementioned doctrinal and
organizational problems, USMC command and control capabili-
ties are limited by communications deficiencies. Equipment
and organizational shortfalls have dictated a continuing
pattern of drawdown and redistribution of division, wing,
and FSSG equipment and operators to meet MAGTF headquarters
deployment and exercise requirements. On the amphibious
side, shipboard communications for the landing force com-
mander — the LCC -- may be diverted at the hour of greatest
need by the Fleet commander for his own requirements

,
plac-

ing an even higher premium for early establishment of MAGTF
command and control ashore. In non-amphibious operations,
shipboard communications may be totally unavailable, requir-
ing that the MAGTF commander provide his own long-haul com-
munications for operational direction links with the theater
commander and/or the NCA as well as for administrative and
logistic support from CONUS . Commitment to joint and com-
bined exercises further aggravates the problem, as the
MAGTF is obliged to provide communication and encryption
assets for liaison with adjacent and subordinate allied/
sister Service forces. The problem is not limited to peace-
time exercises; current contingency plans reflect MAGTF force
obligations worldwide which may require association with
allied and/or US Army forces from battalion to corps level

.

In the context of "rapid deployment," the MAGTF may be
obliged to provide interim joint command and control
pending arrival of a larger joint continental capability
(e.g., JTF , subordinate unified command headquarters).
Regardless of the type of operation, special intelligence-
related communications will be required beyond current
capabilities. All of these factors underscore the require-
ment to expand MAB and MAF command communications capabili-
ties .

b. Resources available to support MAGTF command element
communications needs include:

(1) The Communications Battalion, FMF , which is
the primary source of internal and external communications
support for the MAGTF headquarters.

(2) The Radio Battalion, FMF for special intelli-
gence communications, among other things.
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(3) ANGLICO, FMF for joint and combined supporting

arms control and liaison.

(4) Drawdown of organic Division, Wing, and FSSG
communications organizations (with concomitant degradation
of their capabilities to command).

(5) JCSE support as available and assigned, in
accordance with JCS direction.

c. Communication organizational problems most likely
to hinder MAF/MAB operations include:

(1) Inability to provide communications support
simultaneously for two MAB command elements with the cur-
rent communications battalion organization and resources.

(2) Necessity to be able to function within a joint
or combined force -- perhaps even as joint /combined force
command element — notwithstanding limited communications
and liaison resources.

d . Two MAB Headquarters Requirement

(1) As discussed in the basic study, there is a need
within each division/wing/FSSG base for two MAB headquarters
during peacetime for training, planning, and responding to
operational requirements. Yet there is only one Communica-
tions Battalion, FMF available for each, and it is oriented
toward supporting a MAF headquarters. Since the communica-
tions requirements for a MAB headquarters are almost the
same as those for the MAF, more equipment and a more
responsive Communications Battalion organization are
indicated

.

(2) One solution
,
among several, organizes the

Communications Battalion to reconfigure Communications
Company and Communications Support Company to provide
two mirror image letter companies. The Long Lines Company
would be eliminated and its multi-channel assets would be
split between the two new letter companies; its long haul
communications equipment would move to the Headquarters
Company for attachment to either of the two letter com-
panies supporting a MAB. The proposed reorganization
would configure the Communication Battalion as follows:

(a) The Battalion would be composed of
3 companies: A Company, B Company, and Headquarters
Company

.

MARms
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Comm Bn

A Co B Co Hq Co

(b) Companies A and B are configured specif-
ically to support one Marine Amphibious Brigade each. They
would have identical T/O's and T/E's. They would most
closely resemble the configuration of the present day Com-
munication Company, Communication Battalion. The personnel
and equipment assets would come from the present Communica-
tion Company and Communication Support Company. These
assets would basically be pooled and split down the middle.
In addition , multi-channel equipment ( AN/MRC-135 ' s ) would be
taken from the present Long Lines Company and divided between
Companies A and B.

as follows
(c) A and B Companies would then be configured

A
Company

B

Radio Pit
(including MUX assets) Wire Pit Comm Cntr Pit

(d) The remaining company, Headquarters
Company, would be organized to give additional support
on an as-required basis to Companies A and B. Resident
in Headquarters Company would be those bulky, low density
items that require specialized maintenance and operation;
i.e., TCC-38, TYC-5A, TGC-37, TRC-97. This equipment
would be available and on-call for specially needed aug-
mentation, especially for long-haul circuit requirements,
or for sustained operation in a more static environment.
These items would reside in Communication Support Platoon,
Headquarters Company.

(e) The present Construction Platoon, Long
Lines Company, would be moved into Headquarters Company.

MARDIS
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(f) Other functional areas such as engineer,

motor transport, supply, electronic maintenance, and admin
would be organized by platoon in Headquarters Company.

Hq Co

Hq Pit
(centralized admin)

1 1
1

Comm Spt
Pit

Constr
Pit

Elec
Maint

Engr
Pit

MT
Pit

Supply
Pit

(g) Ideally, each letter company would be
expanded to the level where it could support a MAB without
augmentation (other than the long-haul detachment from
Headquarters Company). Also, the expanded organization
could support the deployment of a MAF command element
without extensive drawdowns on division/wing/FSSG assets
for joint and combined command liaison to subordinate,
adjacent, and higher headquarters, as is currently required.
If the reorganized companies are not expanded, deployment
of one in support of a MAB will require reinforcements from
the other. Still, the remaining company (albeit reduced in
capability) would provide organizational focus and dedicated
communication planning capabilities for subsequent deploy-
ment of the second MAB headquarters, using division/wing/
FSSG augmentation or mobilized 4th DWT resources. For MAF
operations, the battalion can be deployed as a whole.

e. Joint /Combined Requirements . MAGTFs are required
increasingly to participate in joint and combined exercises
and operations. The joint nature of JCS decisionmaking and
US participation in various collective security arrangements
point to the high probability that this is an irreversible
trend. The NATO, SWA, and Korean contingency plans are
salient examples, as are the major exercises in which MAGTFs
participate. Indeed, the functional responsibilities of the
Fleet Marine Force at the juncture of naval and continental
warfare and the inclusive dimension of the air battle demand
that the MAGTF be capable of interoperat ions with all US Serv-
ices as well as those of our allies.
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(1) There are two FMF organizations which provide

support for MAGTF headquarters joint /combined linkage
requirements — the communications battalion and ANGLICO.
The communications support company , communications battalion
is functionally responsible for providing communications
teams and equipment for command-level linkage with sub-
ordinate and adjacent allied or sister Service headquarters.
However, none of the three communications battalions in the
FMF are organized the same. While FMFLant's assets are
close to the doctrinal mark, FMFPac's capabilities are dis-
persed. Communications Support Company, 7th Comm Bn is
located in Hawaii, while the MAGTF headquarters it would
reasonably expect to support are in Japan. Ninth Comm Bn
assets are split between Camp Pendleton and Twentynine Palms
In both the FMFPac cases, Comm Supt Company functional
responsibilities have evolved to something quite different
than originally intended. The reorganization for communica-
tions battalion proposed herein would ensure the balanced
availability of internal and external communications to
both III MAF and 9th MAB in Japan, 1st MAB (if so recon-
f igured/redesignated) in Hawaii, 7th MAB at Twentynine
Palms, and I MAF/ 5th MAB (if created) at Camp Pendleton,
as well as the advantages of organizational consistency
throughout the operating forces.

(2) The Air and Naval Gunfire Liaison Companies
were originally organized as the USN/USMC contribution
to support the Army's amphibious responsibilities; how-
ever, as the Army has withdrawn from active amphibious
participation, ANGLICO has evolved into a means for the
MAF/MAB/MAU commander to ensure the interoperability and
mutual supportabil ity of the MAGTF with adjacent allied
or Army forces in combined and joint operations . MAGTF
commanders participating in joint /combined operations
frequently become the joint/combined commander because
of the size of the force they bring to the objective area.
In this capacity, MAGTF commanders are frequently required
to offset combat power deficiencies in allied components
with air, artillery and NGF . This requires attachment of
ANGLICO elements both for planning, controlling and coordi-
nating such fires and as a political demonstration of good
faith (e.g., ROKMC Bde in RVN) . These elements are
employed not only for air/NGF but also for command
liaison durino- the initial phases of assault and
occasionally for secure voice communications with allies.
Furthermore, the presence of USMC air liaison infrastruc-
ture with adjacent allied/US units tends to defuze con-
flicts concerning employment and control of USMC aviation.
So long as the MAGTF provides the wherewithal to offer,
provide, and control USMC excess sorties on a daily basis
to adjacent forces, there can be little complaint about
Marine ability to respond to joint or combined aviation
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requirements. Currently, FMFLant is conducting a test of a
proposed modification to the ANGLICO mission, T/0, and T/E
which accommodates these requirements. If successful, the
modifications will expand the MAGTF commander's joint and
combined communications and liaison linkage capabilities
with no increase required in end-strength. While the need
for ANGLICO support is a function of the size of the allied/
Army force operating alongside rather than the size of the
MAGTF involved, a good rule of thumb is an ANGLICO brigade
platoon for each MAB headquarters for a total of six — two
full strength companies. At present, the active FMF possesses
one ANGLICO (two-thirds with FMFLant, one-third with FMFPac)
with another in the reserve structure.

(3) Should the MAGTF headquarters be obliged to
function additionally as a joint task force command element,
it will require augmentation in both communication and
liaison capabilities to meet the obligation which a senior
headquarters incurs for providing linkage to its subordinate
components. The joint Communications Support Element (JCSE)
maintained by REDCOM for employment with the RDJTF or other
joint force commands designated by the JCS is over-committed
and insufficient to meet the many requirements for its serv-
ices. While the JCSE should be capable of supporting a
regionally limited requirement, its availability during a
global crisis is questionable. In this latter case, however,
events worldwide and the necessity to deal with them will
quickly overload WWMCCS and the attention of the National
Command Authority, thereby forcing decentralized theater
execution of broad national direction. This in itself will
ease the requirement for JTF joint communication support.
Accordingly, whether in limited conflict (supportable by
the JCSE) or global ( intratheater comm only), there appears
to be little justification for acquiring an organic JCSE
capability in the Marine Corps — which is just as well,
considering the resources involved. On the other hand,
the communications battalion must be prepared for expansion
by attachment of other USMC resources and JCSE or Army
elements to meet the need of JTF command.

3.
m
RECOMMENDATIONS

a. That the communications battalion be organized to
provide support simultaneously to two MAB headquarters or
one MAF headquarters.

b. That pending such final reorganization, the concept
be tested in the FMF in accordance with the schedule re-
flected in Enclosure (8).
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c. That, apace with the development of permanent MAGTF

headquarters proposed in the basic study, the Marine Corps
build to two full strength ANGLICO's in the active structure
to improve MAGTF headquarters joint and combined interopera-
bility/mutual supportability

.
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MAF HEADQUARTERS 1,2,3

Line # Section Descri ption Grade MOS W\R NA V Remarks

1 Command Commanding General Ma j Gen 9903 1 MAF- 1

2 Ai de-de-Camp Capt 9910 1 MAF-2

3 Sergeant Major SgtMaj 9999 1 MAB-124; MAU 1-3

4 Food Tech Spec GySgt 3372 1 Cont i ngency b i 1 1 et

5 Food Tech Spec SSgt 3372 1 Cont i ngency b i 1 1 et

6 Dr i ver Cpl 3535 1 MAF-3

7 Chief of Chief of Staff BGen 9903 1
MAF-4; MAB- 1 as

Staff requ i red

8 Dep C/S (Plans) Col 9906 1 MAF-7

9 Dep C/S (Opns) Col 9907 1 MAB-4

10 Staff Sec LtCol 9910 1
MAF-8

1 1 Asst Staff Sec Maj 9910 1 MAB-5

12 Protocol Lt 9910 1
MAF-5; MAB-2

13 Admin Chief GySgt 0193 I
MAF-9

14 Admin Clerk SSgt 0151 1 MAB-6

15 Admi n Clerk/Dri ver Sgt 0151 1
MAF- 10

16 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 1 MAB-7

1 / ur i ve r up 1 DJDJ MAF-6; MAB-

3

18 G-l AC/S G-l Col 9907 1
MAF- 1 1

19 Asst G-l LtCol 9910 1 MAB-8; MAU 2-2

20 Asst G-l (Opns) Maj 9910 1 MAB-9

21 Asst G-l (Plans) Maj '9910
1 MAF- 12

22 Personnel Chief MSgt 0193 1
MAF- 1

3

23 Admin Chief (Opns) GySgt 0193 | MAB- 1 ; MAU 1-5

24 Admin Chief (Plans) SSgt 0193 | MAB- 1
1

;

MAU 2-5

25 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 | MAB- 1

2

26 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 MAF- 1

8

27 G-2 AC/S G-2 Col 9906 1
MAF-24

28 Execut i ve Asst G-2 LtCol 0205 1
MAF-25

zy un I T Acc+ H-9 C 1 nDInbbT u— Z vLllU; l

v ICJ j
020? 1\J z_w c \

MAB- 2
1

;

MAU 1-8

30 Intel Chief MGySgt 0291 MAF-27

31 Asst Intel Chief MSgt 0291 MAB- 1

4

32 Library/MC&G Chief GySgt 0231 MAF-33

33 Admin Clerk Sgt 0151 MAB- 1

5

34 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 MAF-28

35 Admin Clerk LCpl 0151 MAF-29

36 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 MAB- 1

6
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Line # Section Descri ption Grade MOS MAR NAV Remarks

37 Combat Cmbt Intel LtCol 0202 1 MAB- 1

3

38 Intel Ground OB Maj 0202 1 MAB-17; MAU 2-8
39 Unit Asst Ground OB Capt 0202 1 MAB- 18; MAU 1-9

Add MOS 0205/9960
40 Ground OB Analyst GySgt 0231 1 MAB- 1 9

;

MAU 2-10
41 Ground OB Analyst SSqt 0231 1 MAF-36
42 1 nte 1 Speci a 1 i st Cp 1 0231 1 MAB-20; MAU 1-12

43 Air OB Ma i 0202 1 MAF-30
44 Asst Air OB Capt 0202 1 MAB-22; MAU 2-9;

Add MOS 0205/9960
45 Air OB Analyst GySgt 0231 1 MAB-23; MAU 1

—
1

46 Air OB Analyst SSgt 0231 1 MAF-36
47 1 nte 1 Speci a 1 i st Cpl 0231 1 MAB-24; MAU 2- 12

48 Tgt 1 nte I" Maj 0202 1 MAF-34
49 Asst Tgt Intel Capt 0202 1 MAB- 2

5

50 Tgt Ana
1
yst GySgt 0231 1 MAB-26

5 1

r—\ i_ i it /~\
i

• rPhoto II Ch i ef MSgt 024 1 1 MAF-3

1

52 Photo 1

1

GySgt 0241 1 MAB- 2

7

53 Photo 1

1

SSgt 0241 1 MAB-28; MAU l-l 1

54 Photo 1

1

Sgt 0241 1 MAB-29; i i il- I 1

55 Combat Intel Chief MSgt 0231 1 MAF-35
56 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB- 30; MAU 1-13

57 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB- 31

;

MAU 2-13

58 Speci a 1 SSO/SIO Ma i 2602 1 MAF-26
59 Intel Asst SSO/SIO Capt 2602 1 MAB- 32
60 Un i t SS Comm Chief Sat 265 1 | MAB-33
61 1 nte 1 Comm Oper Cpl 2651 3 MAB- 34

62 Counter Staff CI Capt 0210 1 MAB- 35

63 Intel Staff CI Chief MSgt 021 1 1
MAF-37

64 Unit C 1 Spec i a 1 i st SSgt 021 1 1 MAB-36
65 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB-37

66 G-3 AC/S G-3 Col 9906 1
MAF-38

67 Execut i ve Opns Chief MGySgt 871 1 1
MAF-39

68 Unit Admin Clerk Sgt 0151 1
MAF-51

69 Admin Clerk LCpl 0151 2 MAF-54

70 Liaison LtCol 9910 1
MAF-46

71 Asst Liaison Maj 0802 1
MAF-47

MARDIS
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Lino # Section Poser I pt I on Grade MOS MAR NAV Remarks

72

73
74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87
88

89

90

91

92

93
94
95

96

97
98
99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

Opera-
t i ons

Un it

Plans
Unit

Asst G-3 (Opns) Col 9906 1 MAB-38; MAU 1-
1

Asst Opns (G) LtCol 0302 1 MAB-48; MAU 1- 14

Asst Opns (A) LtCol 99 1 2 1 MAB-39; MAU 2- 14

Opns Chief MGySqt 871 1 1 MAB-40
Asst Opns Chief SSgt 0369 1 MAB-49; MAU 1- 49

Admin Clerk Sgt 0151 1 MAB-42
Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 1 MAB-43
Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB-44; MAU 1- 20

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB-45; MAU 2- 20

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB-46
Draftsman Cpl 1411 1 MAB-47
A i r Maj 99 1 2 1

Kyi A d r\ .MAd-jU
;

i

1

Asst Ai r Capt 9912 1 MAB-51

;

MAU 2- 15

Opns Man Cpl 7041 1 MAB-52; MAU 1- 19

Opns Man Cpl 7041 1 MAB-53; MAU 2- 19

NGF LCdr 1 100 1 MAB-54

Arty O/WEO Maj 0802 1 MAB-55; MAU 1- 17

Asst Arty 0/WEO Capt 0802 1 MAB-56; MAU 2- 17

Opns Asst/NBC SSgt 0848 1 MAB-57; MAU 1- 18;

Add MOS 571

Opns Asst/NBC SSgt 0848 1
MAB-58; MAU 2- 18;

Add MOS 571

EWO Capt 2602 1 MAB-59

Asst G-3 (Plans) Col 9907 1 MAF-40

Asst Plans (G) LtCol 991 1 1 MAF-41

Asst Plans (A) LtCol 9912 1 MAF-42

Air Maj 9912 1 MAF-48

Opns Chief MSgt 871 1 1 MAB-41

Asst Opns Chief SSgt 0369 1 MAB-60; MAU 2--49

Admin Chief SSgt 1 MAF-50

Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 2 MAF-52

Admin Clerk LCp 1 0151 1
MAF-54

Draftsman Cpl 1411 1 MAF-53

J OPS Maj 1 MAF-44

JOPS/TPFDO/WMCCS Sgt 1 MAF-45

WEO Maj 991 1 1
MAF-43

EWO Maj 2602 1 MAF-49
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Line # Sec1 ion Descrl pt i on Grade M0S MAR NAV Remarks

1 07 G-4 AC/S G-4 Co 1 9906 1 MAF-55
1 08 Fxpc ut i vp Den AC/S G-4 Col 9907 MAB-6 1

•

MAU 2-
1

1 09 Unit" Opns LtCol 0402 MAF-56
1 1 As=;+ Onns Ma i 0402 MAB-64

•

MAU 1 -? 1

1 1 11 1 1
Asst ODnsf tJ <J 1 VJ LJ 1 1 _) W Capt 0402 1 MAF-59

1 1 2 1 on Onns Ch i pf MGvSat 049 1 | MAB-6211/ l LJ \s £—

1 1 ~*i Aqq+ Inn On n<^ Ph t p

f

MOO I L_^ y Vj LH 1 O Ul 1 1 v 1
GvSnt 049 1 11

MAR-65

•

MAU 1 -23
1 1 A
I 1 H Ion P I pki_wy w 1 1 i\ 044 1

1 rin i \j u

1 15 Log Clerk Cpl 0491 2 MAB-66; MAU 1-26

1 16 Admin Clerk/Driver Cpl 0151 1 MAF-69

1 1 7 Adm in Clerk Pfc 0151 I MAB-63
1 1 8 Plans LtCo 1 0402 1 MAF-58

1 19 Asst Plans Ma j 0402 1 MAB-67; MAU 2-2
1

120 Log Plans Chief MGySqt 049 1 1
MAF-57

1 2 1 Asst Log Plans Chief GvSqt 049 1 1 MAB-68
122 Log. Clerk Cp 1 049 1 2 MAB-69; MAU 2-26

123 Admin Clerk/Driver Cp 1 0151 1
MAF-69

124 Adm in CI erk Pfc 0151 1 MAB-63
125 Liaison LtCol 3060 1

MAF-62

126 Asst Liaison Maj 2102 1
MAF-63

1 27 Sunn 1

v

S ud n 1 v LtCo 1 3002 I MAF-60

1 28 Asst S UDD 1 v Ma i 3002 I MAB-70
1 29 Gnd Sud Capt 3002 I MAB-7

1

1 30 Av Sud Capt 3060 1 MAB-72

131 Sup Chief MSgt 3043 1 MAB-73

132 Asst Sup Chief GySgt 3043 |
MAF-61

1 33 Siin AHmin P 1 p p k SSat 3043 | MAB-74; MAU 1
-25

1 34 A \/ ^ 1 1 n M<r n SSot 3072 I MAB-75; MAU 2-25

1 35 AHm In PI prknulll 1 1 1 w 1 CI r\ Pf c 15 1 I
MAR- 7611/ \ LJ / VJ

1 36 Fnn i npp

r

Ena LtCo 1 1 302 1
MAF-66

Fnn fl Ma i 1 302 1 MAB-77

138 Engr Opns Chief MSgt 1 391 1
MAF-67

139 Asst Engr Opns Chief GySgt 1 371 1 MAB-78

140 Eng Equip Mech SSgt 1341 1 MAB-79

141 Combat Eng Man LCpl 1371 1 MAB-80

142 Ordnance Ord Maj 2102 1 MAB-81

143 Ammo WO 2305 1 MAB-82

144 Avn Ord WO 6502 1 MAB-83

145 Ord Chief MSgt 231 1 1 MAB-84

146 Ammo Tech Cpl 231 1 1 MAB-85

147 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1 MAB-86

MARDIS
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1 i np #l_ 1 1 I CT Jf JCt 1 | U| |
P ra H p MOS MAR NAV Remarks

1 4R
1 HO L_l MU a 1 r\

Fmh pi r k Ma i
i iaj 04^0 1 MA P_fi/1

l
vlnr "Oh

1 4Q Aq<; + Fmha rk Pant 0430 1 MAB-87- MAU 1 -22

1 50 As^+ Fmbark Lt ri4 i MAR-R8- MAM ? -22

1 S 1

1 J 1

Pmh pi r k Ph i o -flL(IIL) a ( r\ Oil 1 fc; T P\/Sn+uyoy i

D4Q 1 I
i

MAR-RQ • MAI 1 2 -23

1 R9 Fmhark MPO ^Sn +ooy i
044 1 1

1

MAF-65

1 3 -J
Fmh^rk M;=i nClllUa 1 r\ rid n Pn 1 U4J 1

1

1
MAR-QD • MAI 1 1 -24

1 R/l
1 34 PmK?t rl/ ManClIlIU a f r\ rid 1

1

Pn 1op i 0431 1 MAB-9
1

; MAU 2 -24

155 Comm/ CEO Col MAF-78

1 JO 1 +Po 1
MAR-Q?- MAM 1

-2

1 R7 trun i cb Pnmm Ph i id f Hnnc 1
L-Uiilfll Oil 1 o 1 Vvypilb / MP\/Sn+rio y o y i

9RQ 1/ 1 i

MAR-Q4

1 Do A C r+ Pnmm Phio-f (Onnc 1AbbT UOillnl L/il 1 c ) V vpilb / i

vioy i

1
1

1 RQ
1 LAJiilMI rid 1 I I 1 I I fc; I moy i

9RA 1
I

1

1 fin
1 ou D^H I Pron Mm rrvd u 1 cj r i cij i

viy i
P\/Sn+ 9^ "^7

i

1
MAF-8

1

1 fi 1 A Hm in P 1 p> rk Satoy i
15 1 I

MAR-9

7

1 fi?
! UZ. A^qf PFO (PlanO 1 tPo 1 ?50? 1 MAF-79

1 fi ^
1 O J Acc+ Pl^nQ/l i ^ i Qr>nnbb 1 r 1 all j/ LI a I jU|| w M;=i i ?50? 1 MAB-93

1 OH Pnmm Phiof f P I anc; )OOli 11 II L/l 1 I c I vi I ai id y r ivj y ^ y i
759 1Z 7 -7 1 | MAF-Rn

AHm in P

I

p rk Sat 15 1 1
MAF-R9
l

v lr\r oz

1 uu nUJ U 1 u| I I
Ad i Ma i 1 80 1 MAF- 1

^

1 fi7
1 o /

Acc+ AH i Pant 1 80 1
M/\R_g«

1 00 A rim i n Ph i p f MSnt 019 3W 1 -J 1
1

MAF- 1 fSrl/\l 1 U

i oy Acc+ Arlmin Ph i pfnbb 1 rvUMI 1 1. 1 1 1 c 1 oyoy i 0151 |
MAB-99

1 70
1 / u AHm i n P 1 prk Sat 15 1 | MAF-7 1

1 7 1

1 / 1

AHmin PIprk/R-PP Satoy i U 1
1 MAF- 1

7

1 79
1 /z AHmin PlorUn U IN 1 l 1 o 1 o 1 ft Pn 1 0151 1 MAB- 100

173 Admin/CAS Rpt Clerk Cp 1 0151 1 MAB- 1 1

174 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 1 MAB- 100

175 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 1 MAF- 18

176 Admin Clerk/Driver LCp 1 0151 1 MAF- 18

177 Repro Man Cpl 1 500 1
MAB- 102

178 CMCC Custodian Lt 0180 1 MAB- 103

179 CMCC/CMS NCOIC SSgt 0193 1 MAF-20

180 CMCC Clerk Cpl 0151 1
MAB- 104; MAU 2-7

181 CMS Custodian/ Lt 0180 1
MAB- 105; MAU 1-4

CAS Rpt

182 CMCC Clerk Cpl 0151 1 MAB- 106; MAU 1-7

!83 CMCC Clerk LCp 1 1521 1 MAF-23
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Line It Section Oescri ption Grade M0S W\R NA V Remarks

1 84 SJ A
C 1 A
SJ A UO 1

ClCi 1 A 1yy 1 4 i

MAC Q

185 Asst SJA Maj 4402 1 MAB-107

1 86 Legal Chief GySgt 4421 1 MAB-108

187 Legal Serv i ces C 1 erk Sgt A A O 144z 1 1

MAC OAMAr -o4

188 Legal Clerk LCp 1

A A O 1442

1

l

1

ma n 1 AAMAB- 1 09

189 Comp- Comptro 1 1 er Maj 9910 1 MAB- 1 1

1 90 trol ler Finance Chief MbgT 34 D 1

i

I

\A A R IIIRnD- 1 1

1

191 Admi n Clerk Pfc 1 D 1 1

Kyi A D 1 1 O

192 Data Force Info Sys Mgmt LtCol 4002 1 MAF-70

193 Systems Asst FISMO/Ln Maj /Ann 14U0z 1

MAP 71

194 Data Systems O . . . . 1Capt 4U0Z 1 MAd- 1 1 J

195 Pub 1 ic PA0 Maj 4302 1 MAB- 1 1

4

196 Af fa i rs Info Chief SSgt 43 1 2 1 MAB- 1 1

5

197 Press Info/Photo Cpl 4312 1 MAB- 1 1

6

198 Chap lain Chap lain Capt 4 1 00 1

199 Asst Chap lain LCdr 4100 1 MAB- 1 1

7

200 Chaplain Asst LCpl 0151 1 MAB- 1 18

201 Medical Force Surgeon Capt 2100 1
MAF-72

202 Asst Surgeon Cdr 2500 1 MAB- 1 19

203 Admin Asst Cdr 2300 1
MAF-73

204 Med Chief HMC 8424 1 MAB- 1 20

205 Med Fid Tech HMI 8404 1 MAF-74

206 Med CVC Tech HM2 8424 1 MAB- 1 2

1

207 Denta

1

Force Dental Capt 2200 1 MAF-76

208 Admin Asst HM2 8703 1 MAF-77

Totals: Marine Officer 79

En I isted 124

Navy Officer 7

En I isted %

MARDIS
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NOTES:

1. This T/O lends itself to the composite MAF concept wherein a MAU Hq

(enclosure (6)) and the one remaining deployed/non-deployed MAU Hq

are consumed by the MAB Planning Hq to form a MAB Hq with nucleus
H&S Co. (enclosure (5)). The MAF Planning Hq (enclosure (3)) is

then flown in to finish forming the MAF Hq . The MAF Hq , therefore,
is comprised of the MAF Planning Hq plus the MAB Planning Hq with two

MAU Hq and the Nucleus H&S Co .

2. MAF-
I , MAB-124, and MAU 1-3 are examples of remarks in the right-most

column. MAF- I means that the individual in a line number above can

also be found in the MAF Planning Hq , line number I. MAB-124 refers

to the MAB Planni ng Hq T/0 . Within the MAB Planning Hq there are

two MAU Hq . The first MAU would be referred to in the remarks
column as MAU 3> meaning the first MAU of the two, line number 3.

3. As the MAU's, MAB Planning HQ, and MAF Planning HQ, are being
amalgamated into the MAF HQ, the communications platoon (I officer
and 33 enlisted men) of each MAU HQ is reassigned to the Communica-
tions Battalion which supports the MAF HQ.

MARDIS
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MAF PLANNING HEADQUARTERS

Line # Sect i on Descr i ption Grade MOS M/ ,R

1 MAF Commander Ma j Gen 9903 1

2 Commander Ai de-de-Camp Capt 9910 1

3 Dr i ve r Cn 1 3535 1

4 Dpn MAF UOC 1 1
9903 1

5 Commander Ai de-de-Camp Lt 99 10 1

6 Dr i ver Cpl 3535 1

7 Ch i ef Chief of Staff Co 1 9906 I

8 of Staff Staff Sprretarv Ma j 99 1 |

9 Admin Chief GySgt 0193 1

10 Admin Clerk/Driver Sgt 0151 1

I | G- 1 AC/S G-l Col 9907 I

12 Asst G-I/Plans Ma i 99 10 1

1 3 Personne 1 Ch i ef MSgt 193 1

14 Personnel Clerk Cpl 0151 1

1 5 Ad i u tan

t

Ad i utant Maj 1 80 |

1 6 Adm i n Ch i ef MSgt 193 1

| 7 Admin Clerk/DCP Sgt 0151 |

18 Admin Clerk/Driver LCp 1 0151 2

19 CMCC CMCC/CMS Lt 1 70 |

20 CMCC NCOIC SSgt 193 |

2 1 CMCC/ADPE Clerk Sgt 0151 I

22 CMCC Clerk Cp 1 0151 I

23 CMCC Clerk LCp 1r 1 52 1 1

24 G-2 AC/S G-2 Col 9906 1

25 Asst G-2/Plans LtCol 0205 1

26 SSO/S 1 Maj 2602 1

27 1 nte II Ch i ef MGySgt 029 1 1

28 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 1

29 Admin Clerk LCp 1 0151 1

30 Asst Plans/Col 1
Maj 0202 1

31 Intel 1 Plans/Col 1
/I 1 MSgt 0241 1

32 Intel 1 Asst Maj 2602 1

33 Library MC&G Chief GySgt 0231 1

34 Target 1 nte 1 1
Maj 0202 1

35 Speci a 1 1 nte II Ch i ef MSgt 0231 1

36 Intel 1 Asst SSgt 0231

37 CI Chief MSgt 021 1
1

38 G-3 AC/S G-3 Col 9906 1

39 Ops Chief MGySgt 871 1 1

Enclosure (3)
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Li no ti Section Descri ption Grade MPS MAR NAV Remarks

40 Plans Col 9907
41 Asst Plans (Gnd) LtCol 99 1 1

42 Asst PI ans (Air) LtCo 1 99 1 2

43 Asst Plans WEO Maj 991 1

44 Asst Plans/JOPS Maj 9910
45 J0PS/TFFD0/ Sgt 4034
46 Ops LtCol 9910

47 Asst Ops 0/WEO Maj 0802
48 Asst Ops O/Ai r Maj 9912

49 EWO Ma ii iaj 2602

50 Admin Chief SSgt 0193

51 Admin Clerk Sgt 0151

52 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151

53 Draftsman Cp 1 1400

54 Admin Clerk LCpl 0151

55 G-4 AC/S G-4 Col 9906

56 Asst G-4/Plans LtCol 0402

57 Log Chief MGySgt 0491

58 Opns LtCol 0402
59 Asst Opns Capt 0402
60 Plans 0/Supp ly LtCol 3002

6 1

Supp 1 y Supply Chief GySgt 3043

62 Plans 0/ LtCol 3060

Avi at i on

63 Plans 0/0rdnance Maj 2102

64 Embark/Trans Maj 0430
65 Embark NC0 SSgt 0441

66 Engr Maj 1302

67 Engr Chief GySgt 1 371

68 Log NCO Sgt 0441

69 Admin Clerk/Driver Cpl 0151

70 1 nforma- Force Info Sys Mgt LtCol 4002

71 t ion Asst Force Info Sys

Systems Mgt Maj 4002

Manage-
ment

MARKS
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Lino # Sect i on Descri pt i on Grade MOS MAR NAV

72 Med i ca

1

Surgeon Capt 21 00 1

73 Admin Asst Cdr 2300 1

74 Med Fid Tech HMI 8404 |

75 Chap lain Chap lain Capt 4100 1

76 Dental Dental Capt 2200 1

77 Admin Asst DT2 8703 1

78 Comm/ CEO Col 9906 1

79 Elec- Asst CEO LtCol 1

80 tron i cs Comm Ops Chief MGySgt 2591 1

81 Radio Freq Mgt
Tech ACEOI Mgr GySgt 2537 1

82 Admin Clerk Sgt 0151 1

83 SJA SJA Col 9914 1

84 Legal Serv Clerk Sgt 442 1 1

Totals: Marine Officers 42

Enlisted 42

Navy Officers 4

Enlisted 2

MAP*
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Operational MAB Headquarters

w i th

H&S Company

Line H Sect i on Poser
i
ption

I

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

12

I 3

14

Command

Chief
of
Staff

G-

G-2

Commanding General

Ai de-de-Camp
Sergeant Major
Food Tech Specialist
Admin Clerk
Dr i ver

Chief of Staff
Staff Secretary
Admin Clerk
Admin Clerk

AC/S G-l

Asst G-l

Personne I
/Admi n Chief

Admi n Clerk

Executive Unit

Grade

BGen
Lt

SgtMaj
GySgt
SSgt
Sgt

Col

Maj

SSgt
Cpl

LtCol

Maj

GySgt
Cpl

MOS MAR NAV Remarks

9903
9910
9999
3372
0151

3535

991 I

9910
0151

0151

9910
99 10

0193
0151

15 AC/S G-2 LtCol 0202

16 Asst G-2 Maj 0202

17 Intel Chief MGySgt 0291

18 Admin Clerk Sgt 0151

19 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

Combat 1 ntel 1 Unit

20 Combat Intel 1 Maj 0202

21 Ground Order of

Battle (OB) Capt 0202

22 Ground OB Analyst GySgt 0231

23 Air OB Capt 0202

24 Ai r OB Ana
1
yst GySgt 0231

25 Photo 1

1

GySgt 0241

26 Tgt 1 ntel 1 Capt 0202

27 Tgt Ana lyst GySgt 0231

28 Admin Clerk Pfc

Counter 1 nte II Un i

t

29 Staff CI Capt 0210

30 Staff CI Chief SSgt 021 1

31 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151
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Line # Section Descr i pt i on Grade MOS MAR NAV Remarks

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

G-3

Spec i a I I nte II Un i t

Special Security Capt
Special Sec. Comm

Team Chief Sgt

Speci a I I nte I I

Comm Oper . Cp

I

Executive Unit
AC/S G-3 Col

Asst G-3 LtCol

Ops Chief MGySgt
Admin Clerk Sgt

Admin Clerk Pfc

Operations Unit

2602

2651

.2651

991 I

9910
871 I

0151

0151

40 Asst G-3/0perati ons LtCol 0302 1

41 Ai rO Maj 9912 1

42 NGF0 LCdr 1 100

43 ArtyO/WEO Maj 0802 1

44 EWO Capt 2602 1

45 Opns Asst MSgt 871 1 1

46 Opns Asst/NBC SSgt 0848 1

47 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 1

48 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 2

49 Draftsman Cpl 141 1 2

50 G-4 AC/S G-4 Col 9912 1

51 Asst G-4/Gd Opns Maj 0402 1

52 Asst G-4/Air Opns Maj 0402 1

53 Log Opns Chief MGySgt 049 1 1

54 Asst Log Opns Chief GySgt 0491 2

55 Log Clerk Cpl 0441 2

56 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 2

57 Embarka- Embark Capt 0430 1

58 t i on Asst Embark Lt 0430 1

59 Embark Chief GySgt 0491 1

60 Embark Man Cpl 0431 1

1802 alternate MOS

5715 additional MOS

571 I additional MOS
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Line H Sec t ion Descr i pt i on

61 Ordnance Ordnance
62 Ammo
63 Avn Ordnance
64 Ordnance Chief
65 Ammo Tech
66 Admin Clerk

Grade

Maj

WO
WO
MSgt
Cp I

Pfc

MOS MAR NAV Remarks

2102
2305
6502
231 I

231 I

0151

67 Engineer Engineer Maj 1302

68 Engineer Chief GySgt 1371

69 Engineer Equip Mech SSgt 1341

70 Cmbt Engineer Man LCp I 1371

71 Supp
1

y

Supply Maj 3002
72 Ground Sup Capt 3002

73 Aviation Sup Capt 3060

74 Supp
1

y Ch i ef MSgt 3043
75 Supply Admin Clerk SSgt 3043

76 Aviation Sup Man SSgt 3072

77 Admin C.lerk Pfc 0151

78 Motor MTO Maj 3502

79 Transport MT Chief MSgt 3537

80 MT Maint Chief SSgt 3529

81 Di spatcher LCp 1 3531

82 Commun i

-

CEO LtCol 2502

83 cations/ Asst CEO Maj 2502

84 Elec- Comm Chief MGySgt 259 1

85 tron i cs Asst Comm Chief MSgt 2591

86 Comm Ma i nt Ch i ef MSgt 2861

87 Admin Clerk Sgt 0151

88 Comp- Comptro 1 1 er Maj 9910

89 tro 1 1 er Fi nance Ch i ef MSgt 3451

90 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

91 Med i ca

1

Surgeon Cdr 2100

92 Med Chief HMC 8424

93 Med CVC Tech HM2 8424

MAP*
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Line # Section Descri ption Grade M0S W\R

94 Staff SJA Ma j
A a r\ o4402 1

95 J udqe Leqa 1 Chief GySgt 4421 1

96 Advocate Legal Clerk LCpl 4421 1

97 Adjutant Adjutant Capt U 1 /U i

I

98 CMS Cust/Cas Rpt Lt 0180 1

99 CMCC Custodian Lt 0180 1

100 Admin/Cas Kpt Llerk nisi I
1

101 Admin/Cas Rpt Clerk Cpl 0151 n

102 CMCC Clerk Cpl 0151 2

1 IJj
pMQ p

1

pr k Cp 1 0151 I

1 04 Admin Clerk Cp 1 0131 1

105 Repro Man Cpl 1541 1

106 Pub 1 ic PAO Maj 4302 1

107 Af fai rs Info Chief SSgt 4312 1

1 08 Press Info/Photo Cp 1 4312 1

109 Chap lain Chap lain LCdr 4100

1 10 Chaplain Asst LCpl 0151 1

1 1 1 Data Data Systems Capt 4002 1

MAR NAV Remarks

Systems

Totals: Marine Officers
En I i sted

42

73

Navy Of f i cers

En I i sted

MAMIS
4-4 Enclosure (4)



MARDIS
HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY

Line # Sect ion Descr i pt i on Grade MOS W\R

1 12 Company Commanding Officer Maj 9910 1

1 13 HQ Execut i ve Of f i cer Capt 9910 1

1 14 1st Sgt IstSgt 9999 1

l I

r
i CvSnt CvSnt 0369 I

1 16 Person- Personnel Admin Chief GySgt 0193 1

1 17 nel/ Admin Clerk Sgt 0131 1

118 Admi n Admin Clerk Cp 1 0121 1

1 19 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 3

120 Supp 1 y Sup Lt 3002 1

121 Sup Admi n Ch i ef SSgt 3043 1

122 Sup Admin Man Cpl 3043 1

123 Warehouse Chief Sgt 3051 1

124 Warehouse Man Pfc 3051 9

125 Food Mess Chief SSgt 3371 1

126 Servi ces Cook Sgt 3371 2

127 Cook LCp 1 3371 2

128 Baker Sgt 331 1 1

129 Subsistence Sup Man Cp 1 306 1 1

130 Ma i n- Maintenance Chief GySgt 1371 1

131 tenance/ 1 nf Wpns Repa i rman Cpl 2111 1

\j\ u M a 1 1 t^c 1 nf Wnn^ Rpna i rman
1 1 1 1 It U 1 l-J 1 \C>UU 1 | II IOI 1 1 LCp 1 2111 I

133 Po 1 i ce NCO Sgt 031 1 1

1 34 E 1 ectr i c i an Cpl 1 141 1

135 E lectri ci an LCp 1 1 141 1

136 Carpenter Cp 1 1 371 1

137 Carpenter LCp 1 1 371 1

138 Tractor Equip

Operator LCp 1 1 345 2

139 Refrigeration Mech Cpl 1 161 1

140 Metal Worker-Welder Cp 1 1316 1

141 Generator-Repa i rman Cpl 1 142 1

142 Admin Clerk LCpl 0151 2

143 Motor MTO WO 3502 1

144 Trans- MT Chief SSgt 3529 1

145 port Maintenance Chief Sgt 3529 1

146 Di spatcher Sgt 3531 1

147 Auto Mechanic Cpl 3521 1

148 MV Operator Pfc 3531 5

Remarks

(5-ton Trks)

4-5 Enclosure (4)



MARDIS

Line # Section Descr i pt i on Grade MOS MAR NAV Remarks

1 49 Ope ra— ODns/Trna Lt 99 1 1

150 t ions/ Opns/Trng Chief SSgt 0369 1

151 Tra i n-

ing

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1

152 Med i ca

1

Medical Chief HMC 8404
1 (MAB

153 Corpsman Hm2 8404 3

154 Secur i ty Platoon Commander Lt 9911 1

155 Traffic Security Chief SSgt 8151 1

156 P 1 atoon Security NCO Sgt 8151 3

157 Security NCO Cpl 8151 3

158 Security Guard Pfc 8151 18

Tota 1 s

:

Mar i ne Off i ;ers 6

(MAB Surgeon used)

Enlisted 71

Navy Officers 0_

En I i sted 4

MAB HQ + H&S CO TOTALS

Marine Officers 48

Enlisted
| 44

Navy Off i cers
En I i sted

MANX*
4-6 Enclosure (4)



MAB PLANNING HEADQUARTERS 1 .
2

ino # Section

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I I

12

I 3

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Chief of

Staff

G-l

G-2

w i f h

Nuc 1 eus H&S Company
and

Two MAU Headquarters

Descri ption Grade MOS

Commanding General BGen 9903

Ai de-de-Camp Lt 99 10

Dr i ver Cpl io 35

un let ot bTa 1

1

Co I 9907
Staff Secretary Maj 9910
Admin Chief SSgt 0151

Admin Clerk Cpl 0151

AC/S G-l LtCol 9910
Asst G-l Maj 9910
nam i n en i er p. , C ,-,4-bybgt 0193
Asst Admin Chief SSgt 0193
Admin Clerk Cpl 0151

AC/S G-2 LtCol UZUZ
i nTe M un i e t MbgT 0291

Admin Clerk Sgt 0151

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

Ground OB Maj 0202
Asst Ground OB Capt uzuz

Ground OB Analyst GySgt 0231

1 nte 1 1 Spec i a 1 i st Cp 1 0231

Air OB Maj 0202
Asst Air OB Capt 0202

Ai r OB Ana lyst GySgt 0231

1 nte 1 1 Speci a 1 i st Cpl 0231

Tgt Intel 1 Capt 0202
Tgt Ana

1
yst GySgt 0231

Photo II Chief GySgt 0241

Photo 1

1

SSgt 0241

Photo 1

1

Sgt 0241

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

SSO/SIO Capt 2602

SS Comm Chief Sgt 2651

1 nte 1 1 Comm Oper Cpl 2651

Staff CI Capt 0210
CI Chief SSgt 021 1

Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

MAP*

MOS MAR NAV Remarks

Fi I I ed when MAB
deployed. See MAF-4
Fi Med when MAB
deployed. See MAF-5
Fi I led when MAB
dep loyed . See MAF-6

MAU 2-2

MAU 1-5

MAU 2-5

MAU 2-8

MAU 1-9

Add MOS 0205/9960.
MAU 2-10

MAU 1-12

MAU 1-8

MAU 2-9;

Add MOS 0205/9960.
MAU 1

— 10

MAU 2-12

MAU l-l 1

MAU 2-1 1

MAU 1-13

MAU 2-13

5-1 Enclosure (5)



MARDIS

Line # Section Description Grade MOS W\R

jo p x np/c p_xU— J AO/ O U— J p^ iuo 1

i

i

XQ A c c + P_ XnSST U 3 1 +Pn 1 QQ 1 9
i

A C\4U up n s on i e t i

viuy ogT R7 1 1o / 1 I

i

i

A 1 Acc + Pr>nc Ph i ofnssT upnb un i eT i
viogT R7 1 1O / I I

i

i

/1

9

4z Mum in uierK bgT Pi 1 R 1U 1 J 1 I

A ~Z43 Adm in u 1 erk p. 1up 1 U 1 -5 1

i

A A44 Aum in u i e r k Of Ar TC n. i r iU 1 J 1

i

I

/i r
4.3

A aI rv* T k-i f"1
1 Ai *~ 1^Adm in u I erk r TC n i r iU 1 3 1

i

l

46 Admi n CI erk Pfc 0151 1

47 Draftsman Cpl 141 1 1

48 Ln LtCol 0302 1

49 Ln Chief SSgt 0369 1

Rfl_?U Air- nAir u Ma Irid J
QQ 1 9J7 1 z I

51 Asst Ai r Capt 9912 1

52 Ai r Opns Man Cpl 7041 1

R X Ail" Pin n r Maa i r upnb i
viari pn |up i

10A. 1
/ U4 1 i

R4 1 CrlrLOU 1
1 1 00

RR a i ry u/ vv tu Ma '\ 09,07uouz I
i

Rfi-3CJ Acc+ Artv 0/WFO Pant 080? 1
1

R7 Uprib nob 1 / INDi^ SSn+ooy i
0R4R 1

i

R DDo upns asst/ndu bbgT uoto i

59 EWO Capt 2602 1

60 Opns Asst SSgt 0369 1

1

P A AP/Q C— AAU/ o U—

4

Pn 1UU 1

QQ07 1

£9OZ 1 nn Ph 1 a fLog un i c t i
viuy o y i

PlAQ 1
i

Dj AHmiiA P 1 Arl/Aum in u i e r k r TC P)
1
R

1 9z
£. A04 asst u—4 vgrouno; M ^3 iiviaj \JH\JZ l

S R03 1 An Pnnc Ph ! af fplLog upns un i er \U/ P\/C;/n +uybgT P14Q 1 1

i

DO 1 A-\n PI artLog u i eiK Pn 1up 1

D4Q 1
9

67 Asst G-4 (air) Maj 0402 1

68 Log Opns Chief (A) GySgt 0491 1

69 Log Clerk Cpl 0491 2

70 Supply Supply Maj 3002 1

71 Supply (G) Capt 3002
1

72 Supply (A) Capt 3060
1

73 Supp
1
y Ch ief MSgt 3043 1

74 Sup Admin Clerk SSgt 3043 1

75 AV Sup Man SSgt 3072 1

76 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 1

Remarks

MARDIS

MA 1 1MAU i i

MAI 1

l

vIAU 9— 1 AZ_ 1 4

IV yi A
1 1MAU i on

1 -zU
MAI 1MAU 9-9nz zu

MAU 1-14

MAU 1-49

MAU 1-15

MAU 2-15

MAU 1-19

MAU 9_ 1 QZ— 1 v

MAI 1

l

vIAU 1-17

MA 1 1

l
vIAU ?- 1 7

MAU 1 - 1 R •

Add MOS 571

MAU 2-18;

Add MOS 571

MAU 2-49

MAU 2-1

MAU 1 9 1

1 -z 1

MAU 1-23

MAU 1-26

MAU 2-21

MAU 2-26

MAU 1-25

MAU 2-25

5-2 Enclosure (5)



MARDIS

Line # Sect ion Descr i pt i on Grade MOS M/\R NA V Remarks

77 Eng i neer Eng Maj 1 302 1

78 Eng Opns Chief GySgt 1 371 1

79 Eng Equip Mech SSgt 1 34 1 1

80 Combat Eng Man LCp 1 1 37 1 1

81 Ordnance Ord Maj 2102 1

82 Ammo WO 2305 1

83 Avn Ord WO 6502 1

84 Ord Chief MSgt 231 1 1

85 Ammo Tech Cp 1 231 1

86 Admin Clerk Pf c 0151 '

87 Embark Embark Capt 0430 1 MAU 1-22

88 Asst Embark Lt 0430 1 MAU 2-22

89 Embark Chief GySgt 049 1 MAU £--/Ld

90 Embark Man Cp 1 0431 MAU 1 -24

91 Embark Man Cp 1 043

1

1 MAU 2-24

92 Comm/ CEO LtCo 1 zduz i MAU 1 -z

93 Elec- Asst CEO Maj 2502 1

94 tron i cs Comm Ch ief MGySgt o cz i259 1 1

95 Asst Comm Chief MSgt 259 1

96 Comm Maint Chief MSgt 2861

97 Admin Clerk Sgt 0151

98 Adjutant Adj utant Capt 1 80 1

99 Admin Chief GySgt 0151 1

100 Admin Clerk Cpl 0151 2

101 Admin/Cas Rpt Cp 1

r\ i c i0151

102 Repro Man Cp 1 1 500

103 CMCC Custodian Lt 0180 1

MAU 2-7
1 04 CMCC Clerk Cp 1 0151

105 CMS Custodian Lt 01 80 1 MAU 1-4

106 CMCC Clerk Cp 1 0151 MAU 1-7

107 SJA SJA Maj 4402 1

108 Legal Chief GySgt 4421

109 Legal Clerk LCp 1 4421

1 10 Comp- Comptrol 1 er Maj 9910 1

1 1 1 tro 1 1 er Finance Chief MSgt 3451

1 12 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151

5-3 Enclosure (5)



MARDIS

ine # Sect i on Descri pt i on Grade MOS

1 1 3 Data Data Svs Cant 400?
S \ / c fomc

1 14 Pub 1 ic PAO Maj 4302
1 15 Af fa i rs Info Chief SSgt 4312
1 16 Press Info/Photo Cpl 4312

1 17 Chap lain Chap lain LCdr 4100
1 18 Chaplain Asst LCpl 0151

1 19 Medica

1

Surgeon Cdr 2500
120 Med Chief HMC 8424
121 Med CVC Tech HM2 8424

MOS MAR NAV Remarks

NUCLEUS HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY"

122 H&S CO Commanding Officer Maj
,

9910 1

123 HQ Execut i ve Off i cer Lt 9910 1

MAU 2 -4

124 Sergeant Major SgtMaj 9999 2 MAU 1
-3 and

125 Gunnery Sergeant GySgt 0369 1

126 Prop NCO/Pol ice Sgt Sgt 891 1 1 MAU 1
-50

127 Asst Prop NCO/Pol ice Cp 1 891 1 1 MAU 2 -50

Sgt

128 H&S CO Personne 1 /Admi n Chief GySgt 0193 1

129 Personne 1 / Admi n Clerk Sgt 0131 1 MAU 1
-6

130 Admin Admin Clerk Cp 1 0131 1 MAU 2-6

131 Admin Clerk Cpl 0121 1

132 Admin Clerk Pfc 0151 2

133 H&S CO Supply 0/MMO4 Lt 3002 1

134 Supp ly/ Sup Admin Chief SSgt 3043 1

1 35 Ma i n- Supp
1

y Admi n Man Cpl 3043 1

136 tenance Warehouse Chief Sgt 3051 1

137 Warehouse Man Pfc 3051 2

138 Maintenance Chief GySgt 1 371 1

139 Inf Weapons Repairman LCpl 2111 1

140 Admin Clerk LCpl 0151 2

5-4 Enclosure (5)



MARDIS

L ine # Section Descr i pt i on

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

H&S CO
Opera-
tions/
Tra ining

Food Services Spec
Food Services Spec
Dr i ver
Dr i ver
MT Mechanic

Opns/Trng Chief
Asst Opns/Trng Chief
Admin Clerk

Grade

Cp I

LCpl

Cpl

Pfc
Cpl

GySgt
GySqt
Pfc

MOS MAR NAV Remarks

3371

3371

3531

3531

3521

0369
0369
0151

MAU 1-51

MAU 2-51

MAU 1-52 and MAU 2-52
MAU 1-27/31 & MAU-27/31
MAU 1-53 and MAU 2-53

MAU 1-16

MAU 2-16

Totals: Marine Officers 46

Enlisted 1 I I

Navy Officers 3_

Enlisted 3

NOTES :

1. This T/O lends itself to the composite MAB/MAF concept wherein the
MAB Planning Hq would consume any two MAU hq's in order to function
as a MAB Hq. The MAB Planning Hq is shown in this enclosure as

having both MAU Hq's and its Nucleus H&S Co.

2. See note #2 in the MAF Hq T/0 (enclosure (2)) for an explanation
of the remarks column above.

3. If committed to battle, T/0 would be identical to the H&S Co. T/0
for the Operational MAB Hq . Under this circumstance, additional
staffing beyond that identified in this paper would be required.

4. Minimum work required of MMO. Concept envisions majority of T/E
packaged and rolling stock preserved in warehouse. This is a

H&S Co, III MAF model. Equipment not preserved would be for

use of the dep I oyed/dep I oyab I e MAU Hqs. The nucleus H&S Co.

Hq vehicle support would be of the non-tactical variety for

garrison use.

MAW*
5-5 Enclosure (5)





MARDIS
MAU HEADQUARTERS

Line # Section

2

3

4

5

6

7

Command
(Note I

)

S- I /Ad

j

S-2

9

10

I I

12

13

14 S-3

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 S-4

22

23
24
25

26

27

28-48 Comm Pit

Descri ption Grade MOS M/

Commanding Officer Col 9906 1

Executive Officer LtCol 9910 1

Sergeant Major SgtMaj 9999 1

S-l/Adj/S&C Officer Capt/Lt 0180 1

Admin Chief GySgt 0193 1

Adm i n Man/ i vJ 1 1 1 1 11 I I t—* 1 1 Cp 1 0131 |

Admin Man/Driver LCpl 0151 1

1 nte 1 1 i gence Of f i cer Maj/Capt 0202 1

Asst Intel Off /Air 0205/
Observer Capt/Lt 9960 1

S-2 Chief GySgt 0231 1

Imagery Interpreter Sgt 0241 1

1 nte 1 1 i gence
Speci a 1 i st Cp 1 0231 1

1 nte 1 Soec i a 1 i st/

Dri ver LCp f 0151 1

Operations Officer LtCo 1

/

0302 1

Maj

Asst Ops/Ai r Ln Maj 9912 1

Operations Chief GySgt 0369 1

Asst Ops/FSCC Maj/Capt 0802 1

Aqqt Onnq/FSCP PhipfWUI IO / 1 -J\^\^ V_/ 1 1 1 C 1 SSgt 0848/ |

571 1

Operations Man Cpl 7041 1

Admin Man/Driver LCpl 0151 1

Logistics Officer Maj 0402 1

Asst Log/Emb Capt/Lt 0402 1

Logistics Chief GySgt 049 1 1

Embark NCO Sgt 0431 1

Supply Admin Man Sgt 3041 1

Logistics Man/Driver LCpl 0441 2

Dr i ver Pfc 3531 2

1 33

NAV Remarks

MARDIS
6-| Enclosure (6)



MARDIS

Line # Section Descri ption Grade MOS

49 Head- Headquarters
quarters Commandant SSgt 0369

50 Comman- Prop NCO/Pol ice Sgt Sgt 891 1

51 dant Food Service
Section Specia 1 ist Cpl 3371

52 Dr i ver Cpl 3531
53 MT Mechanic Cpl 3521

Tota 1 s

:

Mari

MOS MAR NAV Remarks

I I

En I i sted 57

Note I: If the commanding officer is a ground officer, the executive officer

will be a Naval aviator/NFO and vice versa.

6-2 Enclosure (6)
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MARDIS
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

1 . Implementation Concept

a. General . Even with a windfall increase in personnel
end strength and funding for equipment procurement , this
plan cannot be implemented in toto . However, it is possible
to initially implement one-third of the permanent MAGTF
structure and later, through POM initiatives, introduce
the balance of the structure. To this end, the MAGTF head-
quarters would be introduced through a phased effort:
Phase I (Initial Test), Phase II (Evaluation and Program-
ming), and Phase III (Final Implementation).

b . Implementation Schedule

(1) Phase I (Initial Test) (FY 83) . With minor
equipment and personnel adjustments, FMFPac could organize
III MAF into the model recommended by this paper during
FY 83. The risk, operationally, would be negligible since
no major headquarters or forces would be shifted in location
and the capability to deploy III MAF would not be adversely
affected. Indeed, with 9th MAB a readily deployable force,
the capabilities would be increased. The specific require-
ments to implement this phase are as follows

:

(a) 1st Brigade (MAB Planning Headquarters,
Nucleus H&S Company, and two MAU Headquarters)

1 Redesignate 1st Brigade Headquarters
as 1st MAB Headquarters

.

2 Reconfigure 1st MAB Headquarters T/0
into the model of the MAB Planning Headquarters supported
by two MAU headquarters and the nucleus H&S Company. MAU
deployments would continue but with two MAU Headquarters
rotating. See enclosure (7) for T/0 and manning level
requirements

.

3 Redistribute T/E assets to the 1st MAB
Nucleus H&S Company from commands where overages exist

.

The T/E concept for a nucleus H&S Company specifies that
the majority of T/E assets will be preserved for contin-
gency use (current III MAF H&S Co model). The lack of T/E
assets, therefore, during this phase of implementation will
not bias the evaluation of the concept since those assets
would not be used in peacetime in any event. MAU Head-
quarters will be supported by the Company assets.

(b) Headquarters, III MAF (MAF Planning Head -

quarters ) . The current III MAF staff would be organized and
staffed in accordance with the T/0 for the MAF Planning

Enclosure (8)





The AASG

The Advanced Amphibious Study Group was formed in 1974
to provide the Marine Corps a capability to meet signifi-
cant planning requirements on critical issues of the mid-
range period. The Group functions under the cognizance of
the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps. The member-
ship is comprised of colonels and lieutenant colonels,
ground and air officers, with varied operational/staff
experience and broad academic and professional education;
a civilian analyst is also assigned. The mission of the
Group is as follows:

"To study questions and issues of critical
importance to the Marine Corps, principally
in the midrange period; to develop original
concepts and solutions; and, where appropriate,
to recommend the means and methods of imple-
menting the solutions proposed."
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